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Abstract
Current manufacturing test systems for motor control of Hansen's line of surgical robots are
labor intensive, have room for operator error and do not supply sufficient information. Based
upon an expected increase in production, the objective of this project was to replace their test
protocol with a modular test fixture that improves test time, is intuitive to use, and enhances the
user experience. We developed a modular design that works for both the Sensei and Magellan
robots, and can be reconfigured easily for use on future robots. Using a control system and GUI
made in LabVIEW, a magnetic particle as our torque actuator, and a Futek rotary torque sensor
for precise data acquisition, our device is a creative, efficient, and effective replacement to
Hansen’s quality testing. We successfully develop an equivalent test, surpassed our goal of
decreasing test time, our fixture is completely modular for all Hansen’s RCMs, we integrated
two tests into a single operation, and we received favorable feedback from the engineers and
technicians whom proposed this project. This project succeeded in creating a functional
prototype to replace Hansen Medical’s current test protocol. Our test system has been handed off
to Hansen Medical for implementation and further development.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Hansen Medical approached our group to develop a test fixture for their unique line of robotic
catheter systems, the Magellan and Sensei Robots. The robots rely on the operation of 10 motors
to drive, articulate, and orient the catheter device and robotic assembly. While each motor
controls a specific function, it is the combined manipulation of the entire motor assembly that
makes the robot an effective surgical tool to perform what may otherwise be impossible
operations.
Despite the level of precision needed for the device, Hansen does not utilize a particularly
efficient protocol to test the range of motion, peak force, and torque of the motors used to
articulate and drive the catheter. As a consequence of in-field failures, it has become more
important in the manufacturing process to validate that individual motor components within the
assembly are operating to specification. Manual testing has been the short-term solution to verify
that the robotic assembly is in proper working condition, but the process is taking upwards of
two hours to complete and requires a technician to be present at all times. Furthermore, the tests
provide no useful information other than meeting a threshold for operating requirements.
The robots were not designed for manufacturability. Each assembly takes roughly three weeks to
complete and is comprised of many mechanical and electrical components. Since the individual
motor testing is performed after the main assembly, there is limited access to the driving
components of the robot. As such, a modular test fixture that can be easily installed on the robot
without interfering with the functionality of the device was proposed.
Admittedly, Hansen hasn’t been motivated to tackle the issue with much urgency because the
test volume has been small. However, with a new line of robots in development, the long term
plans involve orders-of-magnitude changes with respect to manufacturing demands. This made a
strong case for an effective and timely testing device that can be used on all current and future
robots.
Given the limited supply of relevant resources, this project provided our group with an
opportunity to explore a creative solution to the specific and unique needs of Hansen Medical’s
1

manufacturing department. Based on the functions of the test fixture and the predicted growth of
Hansen Medical, we have dedicated our efforts to developing an accurate, timely, and modular
device that can improve the reliability and confidence of their products.

1.1 Literature Review
The goal of this project was to test the torque capabilities of rotary motors on Hansen Medical’s
robotic catheter motor system. In order to test the torque of a motor it is necessary to understand
the two fundamental types of torque, static and dynamic torque. In short, dynamic torque
involves acceleration and static torque does not. To test the torque capability of Hansen’s motor
over their entire range of motion it was necessary to measure the dynamic torque. There are
many methods for measuring dynamic torque which include: slip ring with strain gauge sensor,
rotary transformer, infrared, and many others [1]. A simple method of determining the torque is
by using the manufacturer specified torque constant represented in units of torque per unit
current. Therefore, by measuring the amount of current drawn by the motor under load, the
torque of the motor can be found by multiplying the measured current by the torque constant [2],
[3]. To test the torque capabilities of a brushed DC motor in dynamic motion requires that a
torsional load is applied to the output shaft of the motor and the torque is measured using one of
the aforementioned techniques.
Traditional motor load tests are conducted with the motor set in isolation from other systems.
The most common method of motor testing is the use of a dynamometer [4]. A dynamometer
works by creating an equivalent machine with a measurable output. However, dynamometers are
often large relative to the size of the motor under test and are not practical for testing assembled
components. Our project required a motor test system that is relatively small so that it can be
used in production assembly testing. One of the most straightforward methods of measuring
motor torque in an assembly is to replace the connection between the motor and whatever it is
driving with a load source. This direct shaft to shaft connection avoids the need to calculate stray
load losses and it is the most accurate field evaluation method for torque [4]. There are several
methods to create a motor load for a shaft to shaft motor test system including magnetic brakes,
constant force springs, and other motors.
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Our project required a system that would not add significant frictional or other losses to the test
system and is small enough that it can be easily mounted on the remote catheter manipulator
robot (RCM). In addition, the system must apply a constant torque load to simulate our
customer's current test method of hanging calibrated weights from a pulley. Any oscillation in
the applied torque must occur at an amplitude small enough to not affect the validity of the test
results. Therefore, our system needed a fast response and high torque capability because we are
testing a high torque geared motor system. Motors can be used to apply a test load to another
motor through a direct shaft-to-shaft connection where one motor back drives the other.
Therefore, the motor applying the load functionally acts as a generator. As long as the driving
motor and loading motor receive constant electrical input, the torque of the driving motor can be
found by analyzing the output of the generator or by measuring the current drawn from the
respective motor [5]. One method of measuring current is by using an external current measuring
device. However, this can also be achieved using a device like the RobotEQ SDC2130 motor
controller which is fitted with built-in battery current monitoring. The motor controller can also
accept analog input from an external current sensor to directly measure motor current [6].
Unfortunately DC motors can be difficult to back drive and can exhibit oscillations from
changing load conditions [7].
On the other hand, a magnetic brake is a passive actuator that can only remove energy and is
inherently stable [7]. Magnetic brakes can respond more quickly and with higher torque than a
DC motor, and exhibit greater stability in systems with significant noises and phase lags. Brakes
have a higher torque density, which allows for low effective inertia making the system safer for
vertical benchtop lab test systems. The best brake for a small torque test system that can be easily
manipulated by a technician is a magnetic particle brake. Magnetorheological (MR) brakes have
a higher torque to mass ratio than particle brakes, but the available MR brakes on the market are
large and heavy. Electrorheological brakes require high control voltage which would be unsafe
for an academic project and potentially hazardous for technicians. Hysteresis brakes have very
low torque to mass ratios and would be impractical for the size of our test fixture. The working
principles of a magnetic particle brake are described by the following: “the energized magnet
coil of the brake generates magnetic flux, which binds magnetic particles in the powder cavity.
As current increases, the attraction between the particles becomes stronger, which results in
3

higher resistance, i.e., braking torque to the rotor” [8]. In addition, magnetic particle brakes have
a convenient linear torque current relationship with minimal hysteresis [9]. Experimentation has
shown that the brake does not transfer torque viscously in shear mode, meaning that the braking
torque is solely determined by the input current irrespective of brake velocity [8]. This concept
was especially useful, allowing us to control the brake using the linear current–torque
relationship to generate the required torque necessary for testing.

1.2 Project Overview
The goals of the senior design project can be divided into experiential and technical objectives.
From an experiential standpoint, the first and most important goal was to enjoy the process of
developing our device and the challenges that are associated with any engineering task. It was
important to keep this project in perspective and realize that the success or failure of the
endeavor would not define our careers or skills as engineers. The process undoubtedly
challenged us technically, but also tested our ability to work as a team and within our individual
roles. Collectively, we developed skills in project management, presenting ideas, and building
prototypes.
From a technical perspective our goal was simple; to effectively replace Hansen's current test
method with a modular, ergonomic, and time-efficient test fixture. Our objective was clear, but
the implementation of our objectives was not an easy task. The project experienced numerous
transformations along the way, and ended up very much different than our initial designs. In the
end, we can say with confidence that our modular test fixture allows for a faster, more user
friendly test procedure while providing accurate torque and range-of-motion information. Our
method requires minimal user input, and the results of each test are easily identifiable for the
practicing technician.
The following chapters will explain the process by which we achieved these goals, the design
criteria, and our process for decision making along the way.
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Chapter 2: System Overview
2.1 Customer Needs
The nature of our project does not fit the typical “customer needs” analysis seen in more
consumer based markets. By design, the development of our test fixture was a unique device
specifically targeted for a single application within one company. Because Hansen is the sole
producer of the Sensei and Magellan robots, there were no relevant competing products on the
market that would meet the needs of the company. Likewise, making an easily manufacturable
device at minimal cost was not a primary objective of this product. While cost is something we
strongly considered, it was not the driving force in the decision making process of our design.
The focus remained on providing an accurate, reliable and efficient system that could be
seamlessly integrated into Hansen’s manufacturing practices.
For a company that has invested millions of dollars into a device that performs the most complex
and precise surgical procedures, it was surprising to see the level of simplicity in the way they
test their robots. Using a series of pulleys, wire, and weights, they individually test each motor
component. Besides the redundancy of their method, it requires an extensive mechanical
knowledge of the robot and numerous intermediate procedures to perform the tests. While they
have defined testing specifications in place, the process by which they do this is laborious and
time consuming.
2.1.1 Analysis of Customer's Current System and Opportunities for Improvement
We conducted an in depth analysis of Hansen's current testing protocol (CTP) to better
understand our market competition and the specific benchmarks required for our design. Being
the only competing “product,” there are many aspects of Hansen’s CTP that could be improved.
We did not feel it was appropriate to ask about the hourly wage of the technicians, but from a
business standpoint, we estimate they are spending thousands of dollars annually just on testing
their assembled robotic system. This is primarily due to the number of man hours needed in
testing. While it is unlikely those man-hours would go away, the extra time may be used to
increase productivity elsewhere in manufacturing. Furthermore, the company is finalizing the
design on the newest edition to their line of robotic catheter systems. With long-term goals
5

including a significant ramp-up in production, time efficiency was a major consideration in the
value and effectiveness of our design. That being said, regardless of how quickly the test could
be performed, the quality of measurement was the highest priority.
Peak Torque Testing
The project really took shape after breaking down the processes by which Hansen currently tests
the peak torque and range-of-motion of the motor assembly components on both RCMs. As
mentioned previously, peak torque testing is currently measured by using a torque spool of
known radius, a thin wire, and highly calibrated weights. The technician first orients the RCM
vertically in a secondary fixture, seen by Figure 1.

Figure 1: Hansen’s weight and spool torque testing
Once positioned, the torque spool is inserted, the DC power supply is set to 6 V and 0.35 A, and
the corresponding motor is powered via a toggle switch. Once setup is complete, the technician
sources power to the tested motor and observes whether or not the weight is lifted.
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Figure 2: Torque test setup
After the completion of a test in the clockwise direction, the technician unwinds the spool and
repositions the wire so that the test can then be repeated in the counterclockwise direction. The
test is then repeated for all eight motors. Schematics of the various wire setups are shown below
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Wire and Spool Diagram
The minimum specifications based on the Sheath and Guide Carriages are 2.1 in-lb and 3.13 inlb respectively. It is important to make this distinction based on which motor sockets are being
tested. Furthermore, the specifications are hard lower bounds based on clinically tested data of
what load conditions a catheter may encounter within the human body. For this reason, any test
that does not meet the 2.1 in-lb or 3.13 in-lb requirements are considered failures.
Range-of-Motion Testing
Independent of measuring torque, range-of-motion is a secondary test performed by the
technicians. To do so, a protractor is used to measure the angular position of the motor socket
7

rotation relative to a secondary custom 90° angle spool. Figure 4 illustrates the process for
evaluating range-of-motion testing, which is also required for all 8 motors.

Figure 4: ROM testing with protractor
With respect to the desired specifications, only data for the Magellan System was provided.
According to Hansen’s Manufacturing Practice Instructions, the Guide and Sheath Axis motor
sockets must exceed 300° and 360° respectively.
2.1.2 Opportunities for Improvement
We recognized that there is an elegance to the simplicity of Hansen's current testing approach.
Hanging weights from a pulley is not only simple, but an effective method of testing torque.
While it is certainly not the most efficient approach, it is arguably the most intuitive. Likewise,
from a user standpoint, the results of each test can be confirmed visually. We liked this aspect of
their “product” because it provides an additional sense of verification.
That being said, there are numerous pain points with the approach they are currently using. Not
only is their process time-consuming, but it also relies heavily on the technician and his or her
knowledge of the RCM. It takes upwards of 20 minutes to complete the peak torque test for all
eight motor sockets because of the repetitive nature of the current test protocol. Furthermore,
having torque and ROM tested independently adds significantly to the overall test time for the
technician.
Another limitation of Hansen’s current protocol is the lack of data acquisition capabilities by
using “go” or “no go” tests. As a medical device company with a highly complex robotic device,
their test protocol seemed disproportionately simple compared to the technology of their robot.
8

While we certainly acknowledged the benefits of their tests, we still felt like it was an ad hoc
approach to a test protocol that could be made much more precise, streamlined, and intuitive for
someone with little knowledge of the robots.
2.1.3 Value Proposition
We established early on that because each robot takes three weeks to build and costs over
$50,000, our test fixture must maintain if not improve the success rate of their testing practices.
Assuming we could replicate the test conditions, the real value in a new test bed for Hansen's
RCM robots would be in the quality of information acquired, in addition to being an ergonomic
time saving device. For example, if we could functionally achieve the same thing in 10 minutes,
we effectively decreased their test time by over 150%. This was especially relevant because
Hansen had expressed their expectation to ramp-up production, thus placing more demands on
testing and manufacturing. Furthermore, most of the results of their testing are designated as
either “pass” or “no pass”.

This provided another opportunity to bring value to our own

“product” with accurate data acquisition capabilities to keep track of the trends amongst each of
the robots over their individual life cycles. Data acquisition and data history are important
markers for a company in the medical device field to maintain compliance with the Center for
Devices and Radiological (CDRH) division of the FDA. Since a pass or no pass system does not
have an aspect of data collection, it can be difficult to prove the consistency of their
manufacturing operations.
2.1.4 Needs Statement
Current manufacturing test systems for motor control of Hansen's line of surgical robots are
labor intensive, have room for operator error and do not supply sufficient information. Based
upon an expected increase in production, the objective of this project was to replace their test
protocol with a modular test fixture that improves test time, is intuitive to use, and enhances the
user experience.
2.1.5 Success Criteria
Using our needs statement, we established a list of success criteria that helped drive our project
towards quantifiable metrics. After observing Hansen's technicians, speaking with the engineers,
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and discussing amongst ourselves Table 1 illustrates the approach we used to judge our progress
and success of the project.
Table 1: Goals and corresponding success criteria for the system design
Goal

Success Criteria

Modular

Use on Magellan and Sensei

Reduce Test Time

< 15 minutes

Replicate Torque Test

2.1lb-in (Guide Axis)
3.13lb-in (Sheath Axis)

Integrate ROM Test

Automated with torque test

Improve User Experience

Technician Feedback (Score:
0-10)

2.2 System Overview
Our system was designed to reduce user input and improve ease of use by focusing on the
ergonomics involved in setup and adding a graphical user interface in software. Once the
technician has completed the initial setup tasks like inputting the power supply settings, they
simply position the test fixture in the proper motor socket and select both the motor number and
system type into the graphical user interface. With just a few simple mouse clicks, the results of
each test are automated in LabVIEW and easily displayed for the technician's viewing. Our
physical system is capable of movement in all three axis, which allows testing at all 8 motor
sockets without repositioning the entire fixture. Effectively, a replicate test is achieved by means
of a custom control system designed to apply a specific torque over a desired range of motion.
As an added bonus, angular position data is also captured to bundle two test protocols into a
single operation. The system level sketch shown in Figure 5 illustrates the relationships between
the technician and the software and hardware components of the system.
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Figure 5: System level sketch of testing dynamic motor torque of Hansen Medical’s RCM Robot.

2.3 Functional Analysis
2.3.1 Functional Decomposition
The functional requirements of our test fixture can be broken down into many areas. On a broad
scale we sought to test the torque and range-of-motion of specific subsystems in the robot's
motor assembly.
To perform any of the required tests, a universal power source was needed, capable of not only
sourcing power to the robot's motors, but also to the test fixture and its own electrical
components. No single source could achieve this, but we developed a single module to house the
corresponding electronics involved in running the actuators and data acquisition units of the
fixture. This module also provided the means to manage the numerous cables and leads of the
sensor, motor controller, particle brake, and individual motors.
Peak torque measurements were needed for all eight motors located at the respective attachment
points on both Sheath and Guide carriages. Illustrated by Figure 6, the motor sockets indicate
the access points for which the testing is performed. By design, the load was applied to each
motor socket over the entire range of motion. In addition to supplying the resistive torque, the
results of each test are then interpreted and displayed in an easily understandable format. This
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required additional electronic components like motor controllers, circuitry, and software
manipulation.

Figure 6: Schematic of Motor Sockets on Respective Sheath (left) and Guide Carriages (right)
A stretch goal was to include range-of-motion (ROM) testing for each of the aforementioned
motors. Since ROM is currently tested independently of torque, combining both tests was a way
to significantly decrease the test time. This also required an easily identifiable scale or readout to
clearly indicate the angular position of the motor shaft output.
Timing was a major consideration in the performance of the test fixture. With ergonomics in
mind, the fixture was designed to enhance the user experience of measuring torque and ROM by
minimizing the number of intermediate steps needed to perform each test. Because Hansen has
expressed an expected ramp-up in production, we placed a lot of value on the time involved in
the testing procedure so that they can support a higher throughput of robots.
2.3.2 Constraints
Our project was constrained by the motor specifications defined by Hansen Medical. Our test
fixture required the ability to replicate the needed torques loads to properly stress the robot's
components. These metrics are based on clinical data of catheter performance within the human
body, making them imperative benchmarks for the testing system. However, there were a variety
of other considerations that we had to address. The physical size of the fixture was limited to the
available access points on the robot. Since the RCM assembly is complete at testing, we were
limited to the locations where our fixture could effectively fit on the robot. Likewise, the weight
of the fixture was another consideration. While Hansen has developed a fixture for holding the
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robot, we had observed cases during their own testing protocol where the robot could tip over. It
is for this reason that they have developed an additional holding device that allows them greater
control of the robot. We specifically aimed to avoid this, which required a device that minimized
added weight to the front of the robot. Cost was another obvious constraint of the project. We
secured a generous amount of funding from Hansen and the School of Engineering, but we had
to make smart decisions about where we spent our funds. We didn’t expect this to be a primary
constraint, but it ultimately played a significant part in the decision making process of our
project.
2.3.3 Benchmarking
A significant challenge was finding resources related to the testing of motor assemblies.
Academic research did not provided much useful information to help guide our design. As a
result, we relied heavily on input from Hansen’s engineers and technicians. This also introduced
challenges of its own, particularly with respect to their ability to clearly communicate the
performance specifications needed in defining pass/fail criteria. Ultimately, the true measure of
success was our ability to replicate the same test conditions as Hansen’s current protocol. This
meant that we could perform a test using both methods and achieve the same result.

2.4 Team and Project Management
2.4.1 Challenges
One of the main challenges faced in this project was a lack of comparable products to learn from.
Our failed attempts in finding relevant research required us to focus on Hansen's current test
methods. It was difficult to navigate through Hansen's extensive test protocols shown in their
manufacturing practice instructions (MPI) manual. This made it difficult to clearly identify
which tests we would seek to improve. In addition, we realized early on that there could be
multiple potential solutions to this problem. In response to that, the project was initially broken
into two different subsystems; a torque measurement system and a constant force device. As the
project evolved, and the complexity of developing a viable torque auditing device became clear,
we decided to focus our efforts on that respective test. Once we established the framework for
testing torque, we adjusted our success criteria to include range of motion testing.
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The selection of the best testing method to incorporate into our fixture was time consuming and
required a tradeoff analysis. We faced challenges in the selection process because we realized the
importance of incorporating the design into a compact and intuitive device. In addition, we had
to balance Hansen Medical's needs and the requirements we set as a team.
The design aspect of the project was not the only source of challenges. Working as a team
required a lot of effort to manage everyone's busy schedules and work preferences. Collaborating
on ideas was at times difficult due to the different learning styles and knowledge of each team
member. We relied on staying informed within the group which requires frequent
communication. The main communication between group members was texting, but email was
also used to contact those outside of our design team. At times it was challenging to keep every
team member informed about parts of their projects that were not their primary responsibility,
which is why we structured weekly meetings to discuss project updates within our group and
with our advisors.
It became apparent early on that we needed to manage and organize our documentation. This was
done by using Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive. At times, using two different storage
places for documents created some problems for retrieving previous files. It was something we
had to manage, but was necessary due to the limitations of specific programs. We followed a
strict naming convention and used folders to organize documents.
2.4.2 Budget
We secured a generous budget of $5,200 from two funding sources, Hansen Medical and the
Santa Clara University School of Engineering. Hansen Medical agreed to provide the majority of
our budget with $4,000 in funding. This funding was used as the primary source of developing
and building the prototype test fixture. To help foster a relationship with Hansen Medical and the
School of Engineering we sought to dedicate the remaining $1,200 to replicate the testing setup
in the school's own Robotics System Laboratory. Another major investment from Hansen came
from the purchase of a $4,000 Futek torque sensor, which waas in addition to the initial funding
grant.
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2.4.3 Timeline
Figure 7 illustrates the overarching project timeline and further details can be found in the
Appendix 9 Timeline.

Figure 7: Project timeline for the design of a test system for Hansen Medical’s Remote Catheter
Robot.
The timeline was broken down into sections corresponding to significant phases in our design
process and deadlines for deliverables to our customer. A significant benchmark occurred at the
third phase of the project which focused on physical prototyping and software integration. The
January 4th deadline was for purchasing the necessary parts so building could begin after winter
break. Two months were allotted to build and iterate our design, and also familiarize ourselves
with LabVIEW test and measurement software. Once we established confidence and functional
feasibility of our subsystem prototypes, we proceeded with the fully integrated system. We
began system level testing in March to give us ample time to prepare for the Senior Design
Conference at the end of May.
2.4.4 The Design Process
Our design approach began by analyzing the need statement defined in the introduction. We
asked ourselves a variety of questions specifically related to ways in which we could: (1) bring
modularity to the fixture, (2) improve ease of use and test time, (3) enhance the user experience,
and (4) replicate the test conditions. This eventually developed into splitting the project into
three main subsystems: the mechanical design of how our test fixture will integrate with the
RCM Robot, the software communication and brake control, and finally the electronics housing.
Each subsystem is fundamentally separate, but also required seamless integration. The process
for the design of each subsystem was broken into several design steps summarized below.
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1

• Problem Definition

2

• Research

3

• PDS

4

• Brainstorm Solutions

5

• Evaluation of Solution

6

• Design Review I

7

• Prototype Development

8

• Testing

9

• Manufacturing of Final Design

10

• Final Product Design Testing and Quality Check

11

• Design Review II

12

• Communication of Results and Delivery to Customer

Figure 8: Design Process
After the completion of each step, a decision was made to continue, iterate, or step backwards to
the previous step for additional analysis. Moving in a systematic method from the need statement
to the final design ensured the quality of our product. In addition, the review process
incorporated into the design steps allowed for additional review at critical milestones to assess
progress, feasibility, and merit of the current design.
2.4.5 Risks and Mitigation
In order to manage the risk of this project an analysis of the risks and mitigations was conducted.
We examined three primary design and development risks and came up with the corresponding
appropriate mitigation as shown below in Table 2.
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Table 2: Summary of project risks and corresponding mitigations.
Risk

Mitigation

Failure of a specific design concept during

Parallel design development

testing
Unreliable supply chain for purchasing and

Utilize Hansen Medical approved suppliers or

manufacturing components

companies with a reliable quality record
Budget more than expected and institute a

Exceeding planned budget

budget tracking system

Failure of a specific design concept during testing was mitigated by parallel design development.
Several viable design ideas were developed for each need to be met in the development of this
project. Therefore, in the unlikely event of a design failure, we had the option to pivot design
concepts. To mitigate the risk of an unreliable supply chain we purchased the majority of our
critical components through Hansen Medical. Hansen is a large corporation with an established
supply chain and supplier contracts which enabled them to quickly and reliably supply our
desired components. All purchasing done on our end was done through established engineering
material suppliers with a strong quality record and reliable shipping history. Finally the risk of
exceeding our planned budget was mitigated by planning our budget to exceed our future costs.
In addition, we maintained a running total of costs accrued and budget remaining to ensure that
we did not exceed our budget.
2.4.6 Team Management
As a group we created a code of conduct that was agreed upon and signed at the establishment of
the project. This ensured that every member was working off the same ethical foundation. In
addition, it gave us something to refer to in any unfamiliar situations where we were unsure of
what constituted ethical conduct. It was important to set rules upfront so ethical decisions were
not made in the heat of the moment. This was the foundation of the group and a structure for
communication and meeting was created.
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Our project required communication with many individuals outside of the project team and Santa
Clara University. A team member was assigned as the sole contact with these people. All
meetings required at least two members of the team. This way, no one person would be solely
responsible and at a minimum two different opinions can be considered. Weekly meetings with
our advisor were scheduled as well as with the engineer at Hansen. As a design team, we met
weekly which eventually increased in frequency as the Senior Design Conference approached.
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Chapter 3: Replicating Test Conditions: Torque Auditing
3.1 Overview
The first, and possibly most challenging requirement of our fixture was to replicate the load
conditions of Hansen’s current test method.

The design process primarily focused on the

different methods of applying and measuring torque to the robot's Guide and Sheath axis control
ports. Considering factors such as test time, physical size, accuracy, and repeatability we decided
to use a Futek rotary torque sensor in series with a magnetic particle brake.

3.2 Requirements
To meet Hansen's predefined specifications, all eight output shafts from the sheath and guide
axis must exert a minimum torque requirement throughout the entire range-of-motion. The four
output ports on the guide axis carriage must exert a minimum peak torque of 2.3 in-lb. Similarly,
the four output ports on the sheath axis carriage must exert a minimum peak torque of 3.13 in-lb.

3.3 Options and Tradeoffs
Numerous options were proposed during our design brainstorming sessions ranging from purely
mechanical devices to designs with electro-mechanical components. Our first approach involved
using DC motors in generator mode to apply resistive torque to the RCM’s rotating output ports.
Knowing that torque is linearly proportional to current, we established a means of measuring
torque by measuring the current drawn to each motor.
This method initially provided three main benefits. First, the physical dimensions of available
DC motors allowed us to design a compact package to fit nicely on the respective carriages, with
minimal added weight. Furthermore, a direct shaft-to-motor socket coupling limited the amount
of additional friction and vibration being introduced to the system. From a mechanical design
point of view, the shaft-to-shaft coupling was the simplest, most convenient approach, and could
be easily manufactured. In addition, by supplying each axis port with its own respective test
motor, four tests could potentially be performed in parallel. With time efficiency being a primary
design consideration, this was very appealing. We also recognized the ability to perform a
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secondary function of testing the range-of-motion using optical encoders included with the test
motors. Because this was another benchmark used by Hansen, this design would have effectively
allowed us to perform two tests in one.
Another heavily considered option involved using a magnetic particle brake rather than a DC
motor. Using the same torque-current relationship, we initially planned on using the same
measurement approach. This is a proven method of applying torque to a rotating motor
component, but particle brakes tend to be bulky in size, more expensive than DC motors, and
they are limited in availability. This also eliminated the possibility of testing multiple motors in
parallel. Without being certain that we could make an effective design, were weren't initially
willing to commit to the financial investment.
The necessary accuracy of our torque auditing system did not come to light until the end of the
fall quarter. After performing a formal design review with Hansen engineers, there was a lot of
debate about the accuracy of the measurements we would be able to make using DC motors as
our braking mechanism. At the very least, our fixture was required to perform at the same level
of their current testing method. Given that each RCM takes three weeks to build, and costs over
$50,000, we realized the potential impacts of having a measurement device that lacks the utmost
precision. To ensure we could validate the torque being applied to the motor shaft using an
alternative approach, a torque sensor was defined as a necessary component of the project.
The design ultimately resembled the DC motor approach with the addition of a Futek TRH605
Rotary Torque Sensor in between the motor shaft and the braking mechanism. However,
investing $4,860 in the torque sensor constrained our project by pivoting to a serial approach as
opposed to testing multiple motor sockets in parallel. As a benefit, the sensor included a
quadrature encoder, making range-of-motion testing a near certainty of our project. As seen in
Figure 9, the torque sensor was equipped with both a male and female HEX fitting. This
ultimately introduced additional challenges, but because the sensor was in-stock and could be
shipped same day we felt it was worth the inconvenience.
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Figure 9: Futek torque sensor.
There were two big tradeoffs of this design. First, to actually acquire raw torque data, we were
also required to purchase the Futek USB520 External USB Output Kit. Effectively acting as an
analog-to-digital converter and amplifier, this consumed an additional $1000 of our budget. The
second tradeoff with this design involved the need to implement a control system through
software integration, which will be covered in detail in a later chapter. LabVIEW is an industry
standard in test and measurement software, and also a convenient approach for us since it was
available to us as Santa Clara University students. Likewise, Hansen also uses LabVIEW for
their own manufacturing and testing practices. We realized that the addition of our own
LabVIEW program and a brake controller would complicate our project, but we justified the
decision by placing high value the quality of the data from the torque sensor.

3.4 Design
With respect to our ability to acquire a torque measurement, the mechanical design consisted of
numerous components: (1) The Futek torque sensor itself, (2) a particle brake, (3) one coupling,
and (4) a keyed shaft to transmit torque to the robot.
In hindsight, the hex fittings on the torque sensor made the design more difficult due to our
inability to machine a precision ¼” hex. We compensated for this inconvenience by purchasing
hex stock and a variety of hex sleeves from a broaching company. Taking advantage of the
female ¼” hex quick-release on the torque sensor, our torque transmitting shaft was machined
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from hex stock with a cross-pin that fit into the v-slot of each motor socket as shown in Figure
10.

Figure 10: Cross pin used to attach the Futek torque sensor to the motor carriages.
An additional coupling connects the male hex shaft of the sensor and the output shaft of the
braking motor by means of a hex sleeve. See Figure 11 below. On one end, the inner diameter
was bored to 3/8” to fit the output shaft of the brake. To maintain a secure connection between
the brake and sensor, two set screws were installed on each end of the hex sleeve.

Figure 11: Hex sleeve coupling between the magnetic particle brake and Futek torque sensor.
Illustrated by Figure 12, the torque sensor resides in series with the breaking motor and motor
socket. This assembly will be supported such that it can be easily relocated to the additional
motor sockets on the respective carriages.
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Figure 12: CAD Mockup of Futek Torque Sensor Assembly Connected to Guide Carriage
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Chapter 4: Addressing Ergonomics: Multi-Axial Torque Arm
4.1 Overview
The second most difficult task of the project involved finding a way to improve the overall
ergonomics of administering the test. In order to test the eight different motor sockets, the fixture
required the ability to move from location to location in an easy to use package. Based on our
conversation with Hansen’s Technicians and our own observations, we wanted a bench-top
approach that supported our method of measuring and applying torque, but also eliminated the
sheer number of steps involved in using the weight and spool. After an extensive tradeoff
analysis we settled on purchasing a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) torque arm that provided
the three axis of movement necessary to test each motor on the robot.

4.2 Requirements
Having established a means of applying torque, we needed a device capable of moving in both
the horizontal and vertical axis while also serving as the structural support for our brake-sensor
assembly. In addition, the device had to remain stationary and be able to reach all 8 motor
sockets from the same bench-top location.

4.3 Options and Tradeoffs
We initially proposed an idea to place our test fixture directly on the respective carriages.
However, once the torque sensor was integrated into the system we realized that we would be
challenged vertically by stacking the sensor, brake, and needed couplings. Given the small
dimensions of the carriage, we saw this as a major design challenge. In addition, the torque
sensor was extremely sensitive to any misalignment resulting from an assembly that does not
remain collinear with the motor socket. We became inspired by table mounted test fixtures that
resembled a drill stand because they keep the assembly components in-line and mitigate the
design challenge related to the height of the assembly. However, a "drill-stand" fixture would
limit the ability to move between motor sockets. Knowing we wanted a rigid structure that would
not have to be moved from the table, we sought other options.
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After extensive research, we found a product by Mountz Inc. called the EZ-Glider Torque Arm
that provided movement in the x, y, and z axes. This COTS solution is used for torque
application purposes much like our own. By its design, it would keep our sensor, couplings, and
brake assembly in-line and well supported. In addition, it offered a great ergonomic solution to
having an adjustable fixture capable of reaching all motor sockets while minimizing the footprint
on the workbench.
There was a large debate amongst our group as to build or buy. The EZ-Glider Torque Arm cost
$1044, making it our second most expensive component of the project. We initially thought we
could replicate the design by purchasing our own linear bearings, rods, and machining our own
parts. However, after a cost-benefit analysis, we realized the time saved by making the purchase
would be well worth the upfront costs. The purchase allowed us to spend more time focusing on
the data acquisition aspect of the project and replicating the test conditions, which we valued
above all else in our design. Looking back, this was one of the most critical decisions of our
entire project. The amount by which it accelerated our design cycle was instrumental in allowing
us enough of a time margin to focus on our control system and total system integration. An Lshaped bracket design was considered for mounting the magnetic particle brake. It had a through
hole for the shaft of the brake and three mounting holes. In order to evaluate the strength of the
design a FEA was conducted and is included in A-8 FEA Analysis Report. The reducer design
was selected because it prevented the need to make any modifications to the torque arm.

4.4 Design
The Mountz EZ-Glider Torque Arm is an assembly of linear slides. On the vertical shaft, a linear
bearing is press-fit into an aluminum housing. A second linear slide is mounted perpendicular to
the vertical shaft, giving the torque arm a 22" reach. At the distal end of the horizontal slide, a
clamp is coupled to the slide where the brake, sensor, and coupling assembly is then mounted. A
tensioning system acts as a counterbalance to allow the vertical bearing to maintain a specific
height and mitigate the additional weight placed on the RCM carriages. A CAD version of this
is shown below in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: CAD Model of EZ-Glider Torque Arm coupled to sensor assembly

Figure 14: Reducer to mount the magnetic particle brake.
One additional component required to use the torque arm was a clamp reducer for the brakesensor assembly. The diameter of the particle brake exceeded the dimensions of the stock clamp
of the torque arm. Shown in Figure 14, we designed and manufactured a reducer that allowed
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the particle brake to be clamped into place on the torque arm, without disrupting the intended use
of the torque arm. For further details please see A-7 Sketches.
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Chapter 5: Magnetic Particle Brake
5.1 Overview
Replicating the proper test conditions was a major challenge of the project. Accurately testing
torque relied on the ability to stress the RCM motor with a constant load in both clockwise and
counter-clockwise directions. In addition, in order to replicate the test conditions of lifting a
weight, the torque load on the motors must remain constant over the entire range of motion.
Various mechanical and electromechanical options were considered.

5.2 Requirements
The requirements of the loading mechanism were straightforward. Namely, the component
needed the ability to apply between 2 to 3.5 in-lb of torque over the entire range of motion of the
motor sockets. We preferred options that maintained a predictable, verifiable, and ideally linear
torque versus current relationship.

5.3 Options and Tradeoffs
We evaluated the viability of both a magnetic particle brake and a DC motor. Initially we
considered the DC motor a better option because they exhibit a linear relationship between
torque and current. In addition, DC motors are readily available at a low cost and come in many
varieties. The main disadvantage of this option was that DC motors are not passive devices,
meaning they not only move independently of the RCM motors, but also require the ability to
change the direction of rotation.
After more tradeoff analysis and research, it became clear that a magnetic particle brake would
be the better solution. Detailed trade analysis can be found in A-4 Decisions Matrix. Despite the
additional weight and bulk, there were obvious advantages to the performance of our fixture.
Particle brakes are passive devices, meaning they resist in response to a secondary moving input.
This was an important distinction when creating our testing protocol because it provided torque
in both clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations without changing the direction of current
needed to control a DC motor. This was also advantageous to mitigate any risks involved in
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additional moving components. Furthermore, the chosen magnetic particle brake also featured a
linear relationship between current and torque, and was easily verifiable using the provided
manufacturers’ calibration curve.
On the downside, the investment in this device required two additional pieces of hardware to
implement torque actuation, a current controller and a Lab Jack data acquisition device.
Fortunately, Placid Industries also offered a current controller specifically intended for use on the
B6 particle brake. However, the device operates based on a 0-10 Volt input signal from a
secondary device. The LabJack U3-LV filled this void seamlessly by bridging the gap between
our LabVIEW software and the associated hardware needed to actuate the brake. That being said,
despite how easy it was to implement these additional components, they consumed roughly $500
in costs of our total budget and required a bit of ingenuity with managing the wires connecting
the devices.

5.4 Design
Placid Industries B6 magnetic particle brake (Figure 15) has a single output shaft as well as three
#6-32 mounting holes. It weighs 1.5 lb and runs on 6V, which is the same as other components
in our system. The torque is proportional to current input and offers a torque output range of 0.2
to 6 in-lbs.

Figure 15. CAD model of Placid Industries B6 Magnetic Particle Brake
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Chapter 6: Software Design
6.1 Overview
From the onset of our project, we were committed to integrating a software component to our
test solution. We saw an opportunity to develop a more automated test protocol as a replacement
for Hansen’s pure mechanical testing approach. In order to meet Hansen Medical's test
specifications it was necessary to develop a software based test system with integrated feedback
control. LabVIEW was used to perform data acquisition, build a graphical user interface, and to
serve as the control system. In addition, it gave us the ability to generate working code much
quicker without needing a strong background in computer programming. In hindsight, the
greatest benefit of LabVIEW was the ability to communicate easily with the hardware and
complimentary electronics. The electronic control output module (LabJack) and the Futek torque
sensor were chosen in part because of their LabVIEW software support. A feedback control
design was chosen because of the need to adapt to changes in the motor dynamics under test and
the need to maintain a given torque value even with small disturbances. Software design was
critical to creating an entirely integrated fixture for testing torque and ROM.

6.2 Requirements
The use of electro-mechanical components in the test fixture design required the use of software
to implement control and integrate the various components. Software was need to develop a
flexible PID controller, but also to bridge the gap between the physical hardware and the control
system. The torque sensor was chosen as a the primary means of collecting data for the control
system, but this added another layer of complexity to the test system due to the need to interpret
and analyze the data fed into the software. Lastly, in an attempt to make the test process as
intuitive and automated as possible, we developed a custom graphical user interface (GUI) that
would allow the technicians to use the test software with little to no prior knowledge or
experience.
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6.3 Options and Tradeoffs
The decision with respect to which language to use in our project revolved around our own
personal knowledge of various coding languages, ease of use and learning, and hardware
compatibility. Each of us had varying levels of experience using script based languages as well
as visual programming. We narrowed it down to one script based language, Python and one
visual programming language, LabVIEW. There was interest from Hansen for us to develop our
program in Python, but it was a language that we lacked sufficient experience in. On the
contrary, each of us on the team had some familiarity working with LabVIEW based on our
instrumentation lab class. While Python provided an environment that could meet all of our
requirements, we agreed that our past experience using LabVIEW would reduce the amount of
time needed to spend learning an entirely new programing language. In addition, the visual
aspect of LabVIEW made the creation of our GUI very easy. Eventually, LabVIEW became an
obvious choice because many of our hardware components were designed to be configured with
LabVIEW. Knowing that our hardware was designed for similar applications allowed us to find
better technical support from the manufacturers. This was not something that was available to us
had we chosen Python, and ultimately became necessary when implementing the LabJack and
Futek torque sensor.

6.4 Design
The software design focused on building up the basic desired functionality of each subsystem.
The first step was to integrate the Futek torque sensor into LabVIEW. Futek provided support
code for reading the data, but the software was still in the beta version and required some updates
to enable full functionality. Once the sensor was able to acquire torque data, the design of the test
architecture began. The test system had to have a simple user interface and the ability to conduct
independent tests in the forward and reverse direction for each motor. In order to accomplish this
functionality, the LabVIEW "Sequence" structures module was chosen for test development. The
"Sequence" structure consists of sections of code that execute sequentially [10]. The flat
sequence structure was chosen because it executes code from left to right once all data values
wired to a given frame are available. This means the input of one frame can be dependent on the
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output of another frame. In addition, unlike stacked sequence structures, flat sequence structures
do not hide code. The frames resemble an old tape and reel shown by Figure 16.

Figure 16: LabVIEW flat sequence structure.
This analogy is useful for understanding the execution structure. Once the code in one frame
executes, the software advances to the next frame to the right to execute the code. The flat
sequence structure supported the ability to create a front panel graphical user interface and also
to separate the test into a stepwise logical series of functions. In addition, the sequence structure
consisted of a series of different virtual instrument structures (sub VI’s) imbedded inside each
frame. LabVIEW uses the term virtual instrument (VI) to represent a file of visual code that
performs certain given functions. The sequence executes all the code that is visible in the frame
and all the code contained in the sub VI. The hierarchy of the VI code programs is shown below.

Figure 17: LabVIEW code structure hierarchy.
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The main test sequence is controlled by the timing functionality set by the Timer VI. This
function also performs the initialization of the relays in the main test sequence. Once the test
sequence enters a frame where the Data Acquisition VI is used, it executes the control algorithm
in the Control VI and outputs the desired voltage to the magnetic particle brake in the Control
Voltage Output VI based upon the torque and angular position measurements taken within the
main VI structure. The direction of the motors is controlled from the Data Acquisition VI by
feeding data to the Relay Control VI and the timing is driven by the Timer VI placed inside the
data acquisition loop as the loop end condition. The code structure hierarchy is integrated into
the following function test sequence frames as shown below in Figure 17.

Figure 18: Code sequence structure implemented in LabVIEW
Each section of the flat sequence is described in further detail in the following steps.
GUI Initialization
The GUI Initiation is broken down into two parts; what the user (technician) selects, and the
preset variables associated with the inputs from the user. The user inputs information through
eight Boolean buttons and a toggle switch. The Boolean buttons correspond to a specific motor
socket and the toggle switch selects the system to be tested.
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Figure 19: Front panel of the graphical user interface.
Figure 19 illustrates a top down view of the RCM motor carriages when the user first opens the
LabVIEW program. Based on what system they are testing and motor they want to test, the user
can select the appropriate inputs by simply clicking the desired buttons as shown below.

Figure 20: User inputs to graphical user interface
The inputs from the user in Figure 20 initialize the preset variables. Those variables include time
of the test, relay number and torque value. The "time to test" variable defines how long each
timed frame runs to allow the RCM motor to run through its entire range of motion. These were
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determined by running the motors and timing how long they take to run. The torque value was
defined by the minimum specification provided by Hansen. The relay number sets which relay
should be turned on to send power to the correct motor on the RCM as shown below.

Figure 21: LabVIEW code structure used to set relays
The information from the user input is used to set the variables by the nested case structures
shown in Figure 21. The outside case structure is based on the Boolean from the toggle switch.
False selects the Magellan and true selects the Sensei. Then the values from the Booleans are
each multiplied by an integer and added together in a summing block. The values from the
summing block inform the second interior case structure which motor in the GUI has been
selected. This information is passed on into each frame and used in the following sub VI’s.
Frame 1:
Frame 1 serves to create a safe startup environment for the test. Two sub VIs are used to
initialize the resistance of the brake to zero and all the relays so that no power is delivered to the
RCM motors. Also, the test indicators of success are reset to the initial state of false. These steps
were necessary because we wanted to ensure that no conditions carry over from one test to the
next. In addition, it was necessary to reset all the relays because their default state allows current
to flow to all of the motors. This will not damage the system or the power supply because the
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current is limited, but it is undesirable as an initial test condition. This frame runs for 0.5 seconds
before continuing onto Frame 2.
Frame 2:
Frame 2 is used to ensure that the test of torque and range of motion begins at a hard stop of the
system. There is no guarantee how the motor socket will be oriented at the beginning of a test so
this frame ensures that it begins at one end of the range of motion. This frame lasts 3.5 seconds
before continuing onto frame 3.
Frame 3:
Frame 3 is used as a pause designed to ensure that tests in the clockwise and counterclockwise
directions are independent. If the previous frame involved a controlled test, the control signal to
the magnetic particle brake does not automatically reset. Therefore, when the direction of the test
switches, the motors will not start from an initial condition close to zero torque. In order to
achieve the desired initial condition of zero torque, power to the motor is driven in the same
direction as the previous frame but resistance from the brake is turned off. Initially, this was
accomplished by turning off power to the motor, but backlash from the gear windup caused the
motor socket to rebound off the hard stop, thus throwing off the range of motion test.
Frame 4:
Frame 4 tests the motor torque and range of motion in the counterclockwise direction. It is
composed of two distinct sections. The first sub VI reads the torque, range of motion data, and
implements control (Data Acquisition VI). The second section is used to analyze the incoming
data and output the test results in the main test VI structure. The system uses the code structure
shown below

.
Figure 22: System architecture of Data-Control.VI
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Before data can be acquired by the torque sensor, LabVIEW initializes communication with the
Futek USB DAQ through the computer's COM ports. In addition, it must set the pin on the
LabJack used to communicate with the brake current controller. These operations only need to be
performed once, and take a relatively long time so they are performed outside the while loop. We
used a timed LabVIEW While loop, which executes at 10 millisecond intervals until it reaches a
given stop criteria. In our case, we used a timer. Inside the While loop the system acquires torque
data via the USB DAQ and calculates the actual torque data based upon the stored system offsets
and calibration data. The actual test timing is accomplished using feedback nodes as shown
below in the structure of the Timing VI. .

Figure 23: Timing system used in data acquisition process, Timing.VI
The clock symbol represents a millisecond timer independent of all other code, and runs off the
computer’s internal timer. By comparing the time at the while loop initialization to the current
time in milliseconds, the elapsed time was calculated. This elapsed time was then added to the
sum of elapsed time each iteration to generate the array of total test time. The Data Acquisition
sub VI has the following inputs and outputs.
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Table 3. Input output data for the Data-Control sub VI.
Input
Test Time

Output
Raw Torque Data

Torque Setpoint

Raw Torque bundled with Time

Motor Number Under Test

Control Voltage bundled with Time

Direction of Test

Revolutions per Minute (RPM)

The raw data and control voltage can be provided in case additional analysis needs to be
performed after testing. However, this data is hidden from view during testing to eliminate the
need for technicians to do any data analysis. Data processing occurs outside of the Data
Acquisition VI in the main test frame and is filtered based upon movement characteristics like
revolution per minute (RPM). We specifically added this as a design consideration because the
test conditions should only be applied while the motor is moving over the desired range of
motion. The Filter RPM VI is used to accomplish this task. The Filter RPM block accepts torque,
desired RPM range, and RPM data as inputs, and outputs the filtered torque data. The VI uses
two instances of the LabVIEW built in function, Remove Outliers.VI to filter the data. The
Remove Outliers.VI returns the index of the RPM values that fall outside of a given range. The
second instance of the VI uses these indices as input and removes the torque with the
corresponding indices as shown below.

Figure 24: Filter RPM VI structure implemented in LabVIEW
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The filtered torque data is used to test Hansen Medical’s lower torque specification limit. The
Sensei and Magellan systems have different test standards in relation to the motor carriages and
their respective motor components. To account for this, we set up constants as inputs to our test
function for each case. The test function we used is a built in LabVIEW code block called the
Limit and Mask testing VI. The Mask and Limit test functions by comparing every data point in
the test to a defined lower limit. If at any point during the test the data hits this lower limit, the
function outputs a failure for the test. In addition, the function provides a plot of the data with the
lower limit and highlights any failures. An example plot is shown below.

Figure 25: Limit and Mask test example output for arbitrary input signal with lower limit(blue).
The Limit and Mask test determines whether the motor meets the torque specification, but to
pass the test the motors must also meet a minimum range of motion criteria. To ensure that the
test passes both criteria, the output Boolean of the Limit and Mask test is combined with a
Boolean output from a comparison to the desired range of motion using a logical “and” operator.
Therefore, the true false value displayed to the operator represents a pass on the torque limit and
range of motion.
Frame 5:
Identical to Frame 3 to ensure each test begins with the same initial conditions as best as
possible.
Frame 6:
Same test as Frame 4, but with the direction input changed to clockwise.
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Frame 7:
Turns off all motors using the Relay VI and turns off power to the brake using the Control
Output VI, thus resetting the test conditions for the next iteration.
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Chapter 7: Control System Design
7.1 Overview
The control system was implemented to meet the design criteria of an equivalent test system to
the spool and weight based tests currently used at Hansen Medical. Initially, we thought the
equivalency requirement could be satisfied using open loop control. However, input from
Hansen Medical made it clear that our system required a feedback system capable of responding
to both changes in the dynamics of the motors and our test system. The design of the feedback
controller needed the ability to integrate with the software capabilities mentioned previously in
the software development of the control system.

7.2 Requirements
Defining the control system specifications was a challenge due to the limited available
information provided from Hansen. In truth, the only hard requirement of our test system was
the ability to apply both 2.1 and 3.13 in-lb to the respective motor sockets on the Guide and
Sheath carriages. Simply put, the motors under test could not at any point output a torque lower
than the given values. To provide a sense of direction for our control system, we internally
defined control characteristics in order to satisfy the ability to create an equivalent test.
Effectively, the success of our control system was based on its ability to limit oscillations, steady
state error, achieve minimal overshoot, and respond with a fast rise time.

7.3 Option and Tradeoffs
There are two primary types of control system designs, open loop and closed loop control. We
initially considered an open loop approach based entirely on the calibration of our actuator and
the related torque-to-current relationship of our brake. However, an open loop control system
was quickly ruled out because of the inability to adjust to changes in the test dynamics. In taking
an alternative approach we decided that our system should feature feedback control to account
for any random disturbances that could occur during tests. This method proved to be much more
successful, but also featured problems related to the controller effort needed to work effectively.
To refine the design we looked at an additional form of control implementation known as feed
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forward control. Having a very good understanding of the brake dynamics, we were able to
accurately predict the initial voltage signal needed to output a given torque. Furthermore, based
upon looking at other existing force based testing systems, it was found that feedback with
feedforward control could be a superior option.

7.4 Design
Our approach involved developing a Proportional Integral Derivate (PID) controller. PID control
is a standard form of feedback control, and was something we were familiar with based upon our
SCU curriculum. In simple terms, the controller operates by using three different techniques. The
Proportional term responds to the current error in the system. This error is defined by the
difference between the setpoint and the measured value. The Integral term responds to the sum of
the past error, and the Derivative term effectively predicts future error by making adjustments in
response to the rate of change of the error. We chose to use the parallel PID architecture. This
architecture is shown below in mathematical form. The variables used in the equation are defined
as follows: 𝑢(𝑡) is the control output, 𝑒(𝑡) is the error measured at time 𝑡, 𝐾𝑝 is the proportional
gain, 𝐾𝑖 is the integral gain, and 𝐾𝑑 is the derivative gain.
𝑡

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑝 𝑒(𝑡) + 𝐾𝑖 � 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝑑 + 𝐾𝑑
0

𝑑
𝑒(𝑡)
𝑑𝑑

1�

Unfortunately, this form of the parallel controller can only be used for continuous systems.
While our test system samples at a high sampling rate of 100 Hz, it is not continuous because it
is implemented in digital software. The discretized controller is shown below where discrete
approximation to the derivate and integral are used. In place of the continuous variable ‘𝑡’, the
discrete index ' 𝑖 ' is used as the index for data values and 𝑇𝑠 represents the sampling period.
∞

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝐾𝑝 𝑒(𝑖) + 𝐾𝑖 � 𝑒(𝑖) + 𝐾𝑑
𝑖=1

[𝑒(𝑖) − 𝑒(𝑖 − 1)]
𝑇𝑠

2�

For the full block diagram of the control system implementation please see Appendix A-2. Once
the form of the PID control equation was developed it was necessary to tune the gains to achieve
the desired response. Manual tuning was used to ensure that the control software functioned
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properly, and to gain an initial idea of the proper gains. At first, manual control yielded a system
in which the controller would saturate, meaning it would output either minimum or maximum 0
or 10 V control signal. In response to this observation, we introduced a feedforward loop to
correct for this effect. Feedforward control works by predicting the steady state control output to
achieve the desired steady state torque value. To test the feasibility of a feedforward design, a
feedforward loop with a simple gain was added to the controller. By increasing the gain of the
feedforward loop and decreasing the gains of the PID controller, a reduction in controller effort
was observed. To find the optimum feedforward gain, a series of experiments were run. All gains
were turned off and the feedforward gain was set to 1 so that any input was converted directly to
a voltage output by the control system. A series of nine trials were run in both clockwise and
counterclockwise directions with values ranging from 0 V input to 6 V. The average torque
between the clockwise and counterclockwise directions was recorded and used for the linear fit.
The results are shown below.
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Figure 26: Voltage input to magnetic particle brake compared with steady state torque response
This linear fit was used to estimate the feedforward gain corresponding the desired steady state
output without feedback control. Based upon a voltage versus torque slope of 0.476 in-lb/V, the
torque to voltage gain was determined to be approximately 2.1 V/in-lb by taking the inverse of
the slope measurement. In effect, this input represents the approximated voltage input needed to
achieve a desired torque. For example, the feedforward gain for the Sheath carriages was
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calculated by multiplying the torque-to-voltage gain by the desired torque, 3.13 in-lb. The
resultant value is a direct voltage signal that is sent from the LabJack, to the current controller, to
the brake.
The manual PID with feedforward gain yielded a good response, but when tuning first began the
test sequence included a one second pause to allow the motors to stop before switching direction.
Because the windup in the gear train caused backlash, we eliminated the pause from the flow
structure. The manual tuned PID system still yielded a favorable response, but with a noticeable
overshoot as shown below. We justified the overshoot in favor for the quicker response time of
the output because we only had a lower bound in our test criteria.
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Figure 27: Manually tuned response tests at 3.13 and 2.1 in-lb with positive 5% offset
The manually tuned system was used in development all the way through final implementation.
The overshoot was improved by turning off the control system during the initial dead time when
the motor was reversing direction. This was accomplished by allowing the feedforward gain to
control the system until the torque reached 1lb-in, whereby the PID would activate and take over.
This was not chosen for the final design because it relied too greatly on uniformity in the plant
dynamics and could hamper the ability of the control system to respond to large disturbances.
Once the entire system integration was complete two control techniques were compared to find
the optimal control gains for the PID controller.
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The Ziegler Nichols tuning method was used initially because of its simplicity of
implementation. In practice, we started tuning by focusing only on feedback control. The
proportional and integral gains were initially set to zero. The proportional gain was then raised
slowly until stable oscillations were observed. This occurred at a gain of 𝐾𝑝 = 22. The waveform
was imported into Matlab and analyzed. Reference code can be found in the Appendix A-1. A

power spectral density plot was generated using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method
implemented with the Matlab function “fft” as seen below.

Figure 28: Fast Fourier Transform of oscillations during Zeigler Nichols Characterization
The dominant frequency was found to be 16.5 Hz. Therefore the critical period, written 𝑃𝑢 , is
1/16.5 s or 0.0606s. Based on the Proportional gain previously calculated, also known as the

critical gain (𝐾𝑢 ), and the critical oscillatory period 𝑃𝑢 , the Ziegler Nichols approach predicted
the following controller design parameters.

Table 4: Controller gains as determined by Ziegler Nichols and published by Journal of Applied
Research and Technology [11].
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Controller
P

𝐾𝑐

𝑇𝑖

𝑇𝑑

0.45*𝐾𝑢

0.83*𝑃𝑢

--

--

0.5*𝐾𝑢

PI
PID

0.6*𝐾𝑢

--

0.5*𝑃𝑢

0.125*𝑃𝑢

Following the above calculation steps, the following gains were found by comparing an ideal
controller used by Ziegler Nichols to the parallel controller integrated in our test system. The
relationship between the integral time (𝑇𝑖 ), derivative time (𝑇𝑑 ), and 𝐾𝑐 controller gains to the
parallel parameter gains of 𝐾𝑖 ,𝐾𝑑 , and 𝐾𝑝 is shown below.
𝐾𝑝 = 𝐾𝑐 , 𝐾𝑖 =

𝐾𝑐
, 𝐾𝑑 = 𝐾𝑐 𝑇𝑑
𝑇𝑖

3�

When the step response at the critical gain was analyzed, the following controller values were
found for a PID controller for the guide carriage.
Table 5: Summary of Zeigler Nichols method results for PID control of the guide carriage.
𝐾𝑐

13.2

𝑇𝑖

.0325

𝑇𝑑

𝐾𝑝

𝐾𝑖

𝐾𝑑

13.2

0.00813

406

0.107

The system appeared to have some form of damping because it required a very high proportional
gain in order to achieve stable oscillations. In addition, Ziegler Nichols compensated systems
generally result in high overshoot and a high control signal, which can lead to control signal
saturation [12]. The torque control system used in this design project had a relatively low
saturation value relative to the control signal needed to reach the desired torque. In general, a
control signal around 4 V to 6 V was required to achieve the respective torque outputs, but the
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controller saturates at 10 V. The result of implementing the Ziegler Nichols gains was large
oscillatory behavior as shown below.
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Figure 29: Response of Guide and Sheath Carriages using Zeigler Nichols tuned controller
Shifting approaches, we needed a more refined tuning method that incorporated a model of the
system dynamics. We used a new tuning method as described in Design of PI and PID
Controllers with Transient Performance Specification [12]. This article defines a method of PID
controller design for plants with a monotonic step response and desired transient specifications.
The PID controller presented is rewritten in terms of a system of open loop zeros with an overall
gain 𝐾𝑝 where 𝑧1 and 𝑧2 are the controller zeros. The article uses the ideal form of the PID
controller as shown below in Laplace form.

𝐾(𝑠) = 𝐾𝑝 (1 +

1
+ 𝑇𝑑 𝑠)
𝑇𝑖 𝑠

4�

This equation can be rewritten into a pole-zero form using the following equivalencies.
�𝑝 = 𝐾𝑝 𝑇𝑑 ,
𝐾

𝑧1 + 𝑧2 =
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1
,
𝑇𝑑

𝑧1 𝑧2 =

1
𝑇𝑖 𝑇𝑑

5�

Substituting these relationships in the Laplace domain yields the controller equation shown
below.
�𝑝
𝐾(𝑠) = 𝐾

(𝑠 + 𝑧1 )(𝑠 + 𝑧2)
𝑠

6�

The control technique derived from the above transfer function is based on an assumed plant
modeled as the following transfer function G(s).
𝐺(𝑠) =

𝐾
(𝜏𝜏 + 1)2

7�

The modeling was performed as follows. The motors were given a step response by running one
direction without the control system until they reached a steady state torque value. Then a
voltage step was given to the LabJack, which caused a step in the torque applied by the magnetic
particle brake. The response was imported into Matlab and a series of analysis steps were
performed. The code can be found in Appendix A-1. Assuming the plant model G(s), the
parameters K and 𝜏 were measured using the following process. The equation for a critically

damped second order system with the transfer function G(s) is represented in Equation 8.
1
1
1
𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐾𝐾 �1 − 𝑡𝑒 −𝜏 𝑡 − 𝑒 −𝜏 𝑡 � , 𝑡 ≥ 𝑜
𝜏

8�

The time constant can be found after some algebraic manipulation and is related to the area 𝐴0

and the steady state value, 𝑦∞ . For further derivation refer to Design of PI and PID Controllers

with Transient Performance Specification [12].

𝜏=

𝐴0
2𝑦∞

9�

These calculations were performed in Matlab as shown in Appendix A-1. The open loop
equation is written as shown in Equation 10.
𝑄(𝑠) = 𝐺(𝑠)𝐾(𝑠) =

�𝑝 (𝑠 + 𝑧1 )(𝑠 + 𝑧2)
𝐾𝐾
𝑠(𝜏𝜏 + 1)2
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From this open loop equation it can be shown that the root locus will have a double pole at−1/𝜏.
1

Therefore a good choice for 𝑧1 is , which will make the close loop system behave as a second
𝜏

order system. Based on a series of simulations, the authors found that the best location for 𝑧2 is

at 1.5/𝜏 making the root locus move away from the imaginary access thereby improving the

transient response and stability margin [11] . Substituting the values for 𝑧1 and 𝑧2 the following
parameters of the controller were determined.
𝐾𝑝 =

0.6699
5𝜏
2𝜏
, 𝑇𝑖 = , 𝑇𝑑 =
𝐾
3
5

11�

Comparing the parallel and ideal forms of PID controllers yields the following relationship for
the control gains 𝐾𝑖 , 𝐾𝑝 , and 𝐾𝑑 .

𝐾𝑝 = 𝐾𝑝 ,

𝐾𝑖 =

𝐾𝑝
,
𝑇𝑖

𝐾𝑑 = 𝐾𝑝 𝑇𝑑

12�

These gains were calculated for the model of the front and back carriages. Since the controller
needs to be able to perform for both models, an average of the gains between the two controller
designs was used as a compromise to achieve the best response possible for both. The resulting
gains were 𝐾𝑝 = 0.6699, 𝐾𝑖 = 4.0339, and 𝐾𝑑 = 0.02375. While the feedforward was accounted
for in the design by normalizing the step data to a unit step input, the system still exhibited some
overshoot as shown below.
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Figure 30: Response of guide and sheath carriages to a test of torque parameters with a positive
5% off set with the gains from the PID analysis implemented in the controller
In order to improve the response, small manual adjustments were made to the system. The
overshoot was likely caused by the derivative gain being too small for the system dynamics and
was partially eliminated by the 10 Hz low pass filter that had been added at this step. The
derivate gain was raised to reduce oscillation and the proportional gain was raised to allow the
control system to respond quickly to errors in the feed forward model. The final system gains
were 𝐾𝑝 =1.25, 𝐾𝑖 = 4, 𝐾𝑑 = 0.3.
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Figure 31: Final tuned response to torque test parameters with a 5% positive offset.
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The final control design yielded a system with no overshoot and minimal oscillation. A
comparison of the results of the various control system designs is shown below.
Table 6: Summary of the test response to different control strategies.
Guide Carriage
Manual
Zeigler Nichols
Analysis Only
Analysis + Tune

RMS
2.23
2.28
2.24
2.22

STD
0.01
0.43
0.02
0.01

Max
2.91
3.50
3.24
2.26

STD
0.01
0.40
0.01
0.02

Max
3.54
3.95
3.87
3.41

Sheath Carriage
Manual
Zeigler Nichols
Analysis Only
Analysis + Tune

RMS
3.39
3.21
3.49
3.37

The initial manual tuning performed very well and required little prior knowledge of the system.
However, when compared to the final controller design (Analysis + Tune) it had higher
overshoot as measured by the max value. The control analysis was able to improve upon the
manual tuning by eliminating overshoot. Ziegler Nichols was not an appropriate technique as
shown by the oscillation represented by the standard deviation above. In summary, manual
tuning works very well for a simple system. Most likely an ideally tuned system for our test
fixture could have been achieved with further manual tuning rather than additional analysis.
However, the additional analysis was successful at eliminating the overshoot that initial manual
tuning yielded. Additional testing and analysis is need to prove the superiority of one control
design technique over another for the simple system presented in this paper.
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Chapter 8: Electronic Design
8.1 Overview
The three main components of the test fixture include the torque arm, particle brake, and torque
sensor. However, to make all these components work in concert to act as a functioning torque
auditing device required a variety of complimentary electronics. These additional components
allowed for easy communication to and from the LabVIEW control system, and ultimately are
responsible for bringing the project together as a whole integrated system.

8.2 Requirements
The complimentary electronics required the ability to communicate between the control software
and the main hardware components to facilitate proper torque and ROM measurements, and
accurate torque loading.

8.3 Options and Tradeoffs
Initially, we planned on using a RobotEQ motor controller to communicate with the braking
actuator. Based on the popularity of the device in the Robotic Systems Laboratory, the RobotEQ
seemed like a perfect option for controlling a DC motor. They are easily programmable, and
because our first design included DC motors as a braking mechanism we thought it would work
well with our system. In addition, there was a lot of available support based on the experiences
of our advisor and other students in the RSL who were familiar with the device. Another
advantage of the RobotEQ included the custom software that comes with the controller. This
allowed us to prototype very quickly because it required little programming experience.
Unfortunately, the biggest limitation of the RobotEQ was that it did not support current control.
Because torque changes in response to the applied current, we realized we would have to seek
other options. This became even more evident once we changed braking mechanisms to the
magnetic particle brake.
To achieve current control we were faced with two options; build our own current controller or
buy the available Placid Industries brake controller. From a financial investment point of view,
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developing our own current controller was the cheapest approach. However, since precision was
a critical element of our system we could not guarantee the quality of bread boarding our own
current controller and were not confident we could build it in a time efficient manner. In theory it
would have provided a solution to effectively controlling torque, but after discussion we
established it was not worth the sacrifice in time and the uncertainty in accuracy.
Because we had spent time working with the motor controller and adapting it to our system we
were reluctant to switch to another method of controlling the brake. However, we quickly
recognized that the RobotEQ would not be compatible with our magnetic particle brake. The
motor controller had limitations we were not initially aware of, and ultimately required us to shift
our approach after making the decision to use the magnetic particle brake. Having eliminated the
possibility of designing our own current controller, we purchased the Placid Industries brake
controller even though it required us to spend more of our budget and learn a new hardware
component. It put a slight delay in our design process because it required calibration and
unexpectedly had to be wired by a professional electrician to connect to a wall outlet. In
addition, as shown in Figure 31, the controller takes up a considerable 8" X 6" footprint.

We

found this to be an inconvenience due to the limited available space on Hansen's workbench, but
it was a necessary compromise.

Figure 32: Placid Industries Brake Controller [13]
There were, however, many obvious advantages to the off the shelf product. First, it was
specifically designed for use on Placid Industries' particle brakes. In addition, while we were
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initially hesitant to change design approaches, current control implementation was very easy to
achieve by using a 0 to 10 Volt signal as the control input. This allowed us to prototype even
faster than with the motor controller because we could use a secondary power supply to provide
an input signal. Another great feature of the Placid Industries solution was the additional
documentation that came with the device. Specifically, we used the Torque vs. Current curve
seen in Figure 32 to verify how closely we could predict the torque based on a given current.
When we observed how well the curve predicted the results, this gave us a lot of confidence
moving forward in the design.

Figure 33: Torque versus current curve supplied by Placid Industries [13].
Realizing we would want the control signal automated through LabVIEW, engineers at Hansen
suggested the use of a data acquisition (DAQ) module called a LabJack. Although the purchase
consumed another $200 of our budget, it was well worth the cost. Shown in Figure 33, the
device featured a variety of configurable digital and analog I/O pins that could be used for
controlling sensors and other hardware components. The DAQ was fully supported in LabVIEW
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and even came with the needed “.dll” files for use. Furthermore, it allowed us to both
communicate the control signal to the current controller, and also to control which RCM motor is
active and the direction of rotation.

Figure 34: LabJack data acquisition, digital and analog output device
When choosing to use the Futek torque sensor, we were effectively required to purchase the
additional Futek USB DAQ module to convert the analog voltage to a digital signal. Buying the
hardware from Futek was very expensive (greater than $1,500) and also required yearly
calibration, but it was a necessary purchase in order to acquire meaningful data. We did not have
the time, nor the experience to build our own amplifier and analog-to-digital converter.
Likewise, given that we had already invested over $3,000 on the sensor it didn't make sense to
make a cost-based compromise on our ability to collect data. Effectively shown in Figure 35, the
module provided us a very simple setup to acquire torque and ROM measurements.
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Figure 35: Futek Torque sensor and USB DAQ integration
The hardware from Futek in general worked very well, but we did run in to a few problems.
First, our first DAQ module was improperly calibrated. Our initial torque measurements were
roughly half of what was expected. After troubleshooting with a sales representative from
Mountz, we realized there was an issue with the USB module. This pushed us back an additional
two weeks while we waited for our module to be replaced.

Another issue involved the

sample/refresh rate of the encoder. While the sample rate for torque measurements could reach
up to 4000 Hz, the encoder only sampled at 10 Hz. Because our control system was run at 100
Hz, we were confused why the ROM and RPM measurements did not update at the same rate as
torque. This added an additional sense of uncertainty because we could effectively be 0.1 second
off from when the motors started or stopped moving. Other than these small issues, the module
worked as expected. Most importantly, Futek's supporting hardware was designed to be used
with a computer running LabVIEW.

This made implementation easy and well worth the

additional costs.
Lastly, in order to implement the motor selection part of our LabVIEW program, an 8 switch
relay was implemented to select and power the respective RCM motor. An additional 2-way
relay was used to change direction of the RCM motor by switching the direction of the current
applied. Motor selection and directional control were initially two of the reasons why we favored
the RobotEQ motor controller. When we established we would move to an alternative design,
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these were the design compromises we needed to accept in return for gaining easy current
control of the brake. Relays were an effective solution because they were cheap and could be
turned on by sending a control voltage through the LabJack. They also didn't take up much space
and it was easy to implement multiple relays at the same time.

8.4 Design

Figure 36: Complimentary Electronics overview
The final design shown in Figure 36 was compromised of the four main components listed above
as well as various wires and connectors that allow our fixture to function. The hardware is
contained inside a housing that protects the components from damage and improper use.
1. Futek USB DAQ Module: Signal amplifier and analog-to-digital converter package,
facilitating torque and position measurements collected in LabVIEW.
2. Placid Industries Current Controller: Accepts 0-10 V control signal. Based on given
input signal, different levels of current are sourced to magnetic particle brake.
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3. LabJack: USB data acquisition unit used to communicate between LabVIEW, relays, and
Current Controller.
4. Relays: Control direction and provide power to the selected motor.
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Chapter 9: System Integration
9.1 Overview
We've established the complexity of our test fixture and the means by which individual
components relate and interact with one another.

However, in order to truly evaluate the

effectiveness of our torque auditing fixture we needed to test the combined functionalities of our
system. Our method relies on the ability of multiple systems to communicate and work together
to simply apply a known torque. In comparison to Hansen's mechanical tests of hanging weights,
our approach is much more technical and complex. We did this to improve the efficiency by
which they can test torque and ROM, but at the expense of added complexity. Referring back to
our success criteria, the most important aspect of our fixture was the ability to replicate the test
conditions seen in Hansen's current test protocol. To do so, we performed a series of tests to
verify the effectiveness of our design and evaluated where else we succeeded based on our
established success metrics.

9.2 Component Relationships

Figure 37: System integration diagram
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The associated components of our fixture do not run isolated from each other. Instead, they are
interconnected, each supporting the functionality of the whole test fixture. In Figure 37 there are
four colored elements designating the main sections of our fixture. The yellow components
correspond to fixed mechanical hardware. This is comprised of the RCM under test, the fixture
arm, and shaft couplings. They serve to both fix and align the fixture as well transmit torque.

The sensing aspects of the fixture are designated in red. This is composed of the Futek Torque
Sensor and USB DAQ. These elements were essential to our ability to record the torque, angular
position, and to transmit the information into LabVIEW. The sensor was the focal point of
accuracy for the fixture and enabled the magnetic brake to be managed by a control system. In
addition, the raw data from the sensor is collected in LabVIEW. Although it is hidden from view
during testing, the technician or engineers have access to the test data if needed. We saw this as
a great means for record keeping and documentation of individual RCM performance.

Various components were required to communicate with each other to transmit signals and data
to and from software and electrical hardware. The data from our sensing systems is input to
LabVIEW, which interprets and communicates through the LabJack. The LabJack effectively
speaks to the current controller and determines the torque output of the magnetic brake based on
its control signal. In addition, initialization inputs from LabVIEW are communicated through the
LabJack to designate the switch position of the respective relays and the direction of rotation for
the specific RCM motor under test. These components are shown in blue in Figure 37.

Although rather trivial, the final aspects of the fixture are the actuators, shown in green. Two
different sources of power as used to run the two different actuators. A desktop DC power supply
is used along with the relays to control the RCM motors. In addition, the magnetic particle brake
is powered through the current controller, which is connected to a standard AC wall socket. It
may seem obvious to include these elements, but implementation of controlling them was more
difficult than simply connecting wires. There was a lot that went in to integrating these
components so that they could work together with the rest of the test systems as a whole
cooperating system.
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9.3 Testing
To evaluate the system as a whole, we performed a variety of tests. Based on the needs of the
project and our own success criteria, we first developed performance tests to quantify how well
our test fixture could replicate the test conditions seen in Hansen’s current protocol.
9.3.1 Torque Testing
The first series of tests only evaluated the torque auditing capabilities of our device. Ten series
of torque tests were run on both the Guide and Sheath carriages. These tests were run with the
built in 5% control setpoint offset to allow for process variation without generating failures. The
raw data was filtered with respect to RPM data so that torque measurements were only taken
during rotation. During Sheath and Guide carriage tests, the RPM filter criteria was set to capture
data with corresponding RPM values greater than 0.5 and 2 RPMs for the respective carriages.
Values greater than 0 RPM are required to ensure that the tests do not measure noise in the tests
in motion. The values of 0.5 and 2 RPM were determined experimentally to be good criteria for
the respective carriages. Matlab was used to capture the root mean square (RMS), root mean
square error (RMSE) standard deviation, and maximum value of each test. The RMSE was
calculated by using an expected value of the setpoint with the 5% offset and was normalized by
the setpoint to generate percent. This percent RMSE is analogous to the steady state error of the
test. The minimum torque specifications and setpoint (without 5% offset) for the Guide and
Sheath carriages were 2.1 and 3.13 in-lb respectively.
9.3.2 Range of Motion Testing
To ensure the range-of-motion testing followed the expected values, we developed a test using a
printed 360° protractor. Illustrated in Figure 38, we marked the torque sensor with a black line.
After moving the respective motor socket to the hard stop, the marked indicator was placed inline with the 0° tick mark on the protractor.
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Figure 38: Test setup for manual ROM testing
A series of 15 tests were performed on the both the Guide and Sheath carriages, and the results
were averaged. We then compared this to the digital output displayed in LabVIEW for the
respective tests.
9.3.4 Time to Test
Our last performance test evaluated the total time required to test all eight motor sockets for both
range of motion and torque. This was defined by the total time starting from opening the
LabVIEW program, connecting the RCM motor wires, setting the power supply, and then
following the protocol for actual torque and ROM testing for all 8 motors. A list of instructions
for test protocol can be seen in A-12 Instructions for Use. Two group members individually
performed 5 tests and recorded the total time from start to finish.
In addition to our performance based metrics, we also examined the potential uncertainty based
in our test method compared to Hansen’s. This was relatively easy to do because the precision of
our data was entirely based on the limitations of the torque sensor. In comparison, because
Hansen’s testing is based on the machining precision of their torque spool and the calibration of
their weights, we performed a tolerance stack-up to quantify the potential uncertainty in their
testing processes.
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9.3.5 Survey Evaluation of Ergonomics
Lastly, in attempt to evaluate the qualitative aspects of our design like ergonomics and ease of
use, we polled the engineers and technicians at Hansen based on four simple questions shown
below.

Disregarding initial set-up, On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being worst case & 5 being best case)
1. How would you rate the ease of use of your current test protocol?
2. How would you rate the ease of use of our test system?
3. How would you rate the overall ergonomics of your current test protocol?
4. How would you rate the overall ergonomics of our test system?

9.4 Analysis of Results
The test results highlighted the success of our project and also brought to light some of the
limitations of our test fixture. In general, we were pleased with the outcomes, but we did
observe a few interesting cases. With respect to the torque testing, the results are summarized
below in Table 6.
Table 7: Torque Testing Results with 99% confidence interval about the mean using the Student
T distribution with 9 degrees of freedom.
RMS (lb-in)

RMSE %

STD (lb-in)

Maximum (lb-in)

Guide Carriage

2.223 ± 0.001

1.135 ± 0.009

(1.674±0.313)10-2

2.223±0.036

Sheath Carriage

3.364 ±0.007

2.402± 0.006

0.01422 ±0.002201

3.364 ±0.0221

The RMSE percent was very low indicating that the control system functioned properly and was
able to achieve near zero steady state error. Likewise, the low standard deviation relative to the
root mean square shows that the system behaved with minimal oscillations at steady state. The
average maximum and root mean square are identical meaning the system had negligible
overshoot during the measurements taken during rotation. The raw data for each of the 10 trials
is shown below.
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Figure 39: Test data for the sheath carriage with ten trials shown post RPM filtering with the
lower specification limit shown as the blue horizontal line

Figure 40: Test data for the guide carriage with ten trials shown post RPM filtering with the
lower specification limit shown as the blue horizontal line.
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The two figures above yield some surprising conclusions. First, they indicate that 1 out of the 10
tests on each carriage failed to meet the minimum specification limit. It is possible these failures
occurred for one of two reasons. The RPM filtering required refinement to prevent data from
being collected during the transient phase when the motor is not moving. In theory, filtering data
where the RPM is greater than zero should perfectly capture the torque data only when the motor
is rotating. However, the sample rate of the data acquisition unit was limited to 10 Hz for
capturing angular parameters like position and RPM. Therefore, it was difficult to precisely
capture the desired test period. The second reason for failures appeared to be a random
phenomenon that caused a very fast drop in the torque measurement, but that did not persist for a
significant period of time. The majority of the time when these failures were observed in
development, they were single or double point failures. While it is possible these very short time
period failures reflect the actual dynamics of the test, it is more likely that there was a bug in
how the data is read into and processed by LabVIEW. In light of this observation, we
recommend that Hansen consider changes in there test criteria. For example, instead of using a
hard lower limit, the pass criteria could be based on the root mean square of the data or the mean
with a conservative confidence interval. On the other hand, Hansen could maintain the same test
specification, but add a low pass filter with a low cutoff frequency to filter random noise from
the test data. Of the two options we would recommend implementing the low pass filter.
To preface the results of ROM testing, we were not provided with the minimum specifications
for the Sensei Robot. This stemmed from a slight breakdown in communication between Hansen
and ourselves, in addition to the poor documentation in their MPI manual. Knowing this, we
used the test to verify the performance of our software program and the encoder itself.
Effectively, we needed to ensure that the encoder was outputting the same ballpark position
measurements that we were observing. Based on the 15 trial tests, the average ROM measured
for the Guide and Sheath carriage motors was 328º and 294º respectively. In comparison, the
average encoder output for the same motors was 326º and 290º respectively, thus verifying the
encoder was operating as expected.
The results of the timed tests were especially surprising. Based on the 5 trial tests, the two test
subjects on average were able to complete torque and range of motion testing from start to finish
in less than 5 minutes. Specifically, the averages were 4:46 and 4:57.
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From the stack-up analysis of Hansen's manual test method we found that the total uncertainty
for the Sheath carriage was 6.73% and 10.0% for the Guide carriage measured relative to the
desired torque. The code used for this calculation in Matlab can be found in Appendix A-1. In
comparison, the max error of the torque sensor was 0.04% of the rated output based on the
calibration information provided by Futek.
We were also especially pleased with the response from the engineers and technicians from
Hansen. Based upon our four question poll, they rated our test protocol a cumulative 9/10 versus
a 7/10 for their previous method. In addition, these values were based solely on the ability to
measure torque. After further discussion, they would have rated our test system even higher had
they known we could also provide ROM testing.

9.5 Summary of Results and Achievements
After assessing the performance of our test system we were excited to confirm our ability to meet
our test requirements. Not only did we meet the qualifications set by Hansen, but we even
surpassed some of the expectations of the project. Table 7 summarizes our achievements relative
to the success criteria we defined at the onset of the project.
Table 8: Achievements met compared to success criteria and goals
GOAL

SUCCESS CRITERIA

MODULAR
REDUCE TEST TIME

Use on Magellan and Sensei
< 15 minutes

REPLICATE TORQUE TEST

2.1 lb-in (Guide Axis)
3.13 lb-in (Sheath Axis)

INTEGRATE ROM TEST
IMPROVE USER EXPERIENCE

Automated with torque test
Technician Feedback
Score: 0-10
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CHIEVEMENTS MET
YES
YES
(5 minutes)
YES
(1.14% RMSE w/ 5%
offset)
YES
9/10 (Ours)
Vs.
7/10 (Hansen)

Chapter 10: Costing Analysis
10.1 Summary
As we approached the prototyping phase of our project, considerations towards the cost of parts
and our budget became more important. With respect to obtaining equipment and parts, we used
two primary supporters: (1) Hansen Medical and (2) the Santa Clara University School of
Engineering. Hansen Medical provided $4,000 of funding in addition to the cost of the Futek
torque sensor and its accessories. The School of Engineering provided us with $1,200 of funding.
We worked with Futek to sponsor our project to reduce the cost of the sensor and accessories by
30%. We also worked with Mountz as a team sponsor, who supported us with a 15% discount on
the EZ-Glider torque arm and provided a demo unit for our use over a one month span.
Since Hansen provided the most financial support, we primarily relied on their resources to
purchase and obtain the majority of the components for our test fixture. Of the machined parts,
we were able take advantage of the SCU machine shop to prototype and manufacture our main
couplings. The reducer was not manufactured at the school but was outsourced to an online
manufacturing and prototyping service called ProtoLabs. The rest of the components were
purchased through either the manufacturer directly or through retailers MSC and McMaster-Carr.
Table 9: Cost Breakdown
Component

Cost

Torque Sensor and Accessories
Magnetic Particle Brake and Controller
Mountz Torque Arm

$4,860.00
$495.00
$1,044.00

LabJack

$200.00

Reducer

$181.60

Housing

$150.00

Hardware

$55.00

R&D

$400.00

Total

$7,385.60
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Chapter 11: Engineering Standards and Constraints
11.1 Ethics
The ethical issues we faced as a team were central to our ability to create an ethically sound
product. Ultimately, the most important factor in maintaining quality ethical practices was
maintaining accountability for ourselves and team members. This involved having open
interactions where we were comfortable voicing concerns with the project. In addition, we payed
close attention to respect the voices of all teammates equally. Promoting this type of
environment prevented any one member from withholding information or an opinion that may
have had a lasting effect on the project. To achieve this, we held weekly meetings to keep one
another updated and remained in contact when an issue related to the project arose.
We needed to be mindful of how we interacted with our advisor Dr. Kitts, the engineers at
Hansen, and the course instructor. Although they did not always participate in our daily
activities, they played an integral part in our project. Maintaining open communication and
seeking their advice was equally as important because they provided us with a reality check
when needed. At times it was easy to become stuck in our own paradigm without continual
external input. Just as it is important to receive outside evaluation of our project, it was important
to reflect upon our own actions. We needed to stay accountable for each other and make a
conscious effort to separate ourselves from the goals of the project and evaluate the ethical
implications of our actions.
11.1.1 Product and Design Ethics
For our product design it was essential to follow the ethical guidelines set by professional
engineers. While each branch of engineering has its own specific ethical code, they all codify
common themes. For example, our design required rigorous testing to prove its reliability and
accuracy. All data from these tests was recorded and all calculations and manipulations to the
raw data were explained. We were also responsible for the accuracy of the data that we provided
Hansen Medical and all other interested parties. Any design we produced included a factor of
safety to prevent inadvertent accidents that result from using the product in conditions other than
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the nominal design parameters. This is evident by the 5% offset built in to our control system. In
addition, our product was made using confidential and proprietary information supplied by
Hansen Medical. It was our ethical and legal responsibility to maintain their intellectual property
and to respect their requests as related to such sensitive information.

11.2 Social Implications
Our senior design project does not have the ability to create large societal change, but through
our efforts we felt we could improve the health care at hospitals using Hansen's robotic surgical
system. Hansen's robots are used by hospitals across the United States and perform many
surgeries per week throughout the year. Our test system helps ensure the reliability of the motors
in their robotic system. Therefore, it was our responsibility to ensure that our test system can
maintain the safety of the robotic system required for surgery. Through our efforts we are
hopeful that we’ve allowed Hansen Medical to grow their market presence by helping more
people find alternatives to costly and dangerous invasive surgeries. We’ve ensured the quality of
our test system by accurately documenting and presenting our work, and also recognizing the
limitations of our fixture.
Pressure to develop an effectively functioning prototype came from both within our group and
the School of Engineering. At the completion of the project, we needed to be honest about our
findings and what improvements are still needed. Fortunately, the use of our test fixture is
limited to a specific application. There is a very low potential for our motor test system to be
misused for a purpose other than its intended application. However, we’ve maintained that our
product meets the current safety standards set by Hansen Medical.

11.3 Aesthetics
Aesthetic Limitations
Manufacturing test fixtures are not typically evaluated on their aesthetic appeal compared to the
aesthetic criticality of products designed for a commercial audience, but are usually judged on
their purely functional characteristics. Considering we developed a product for manufacturing, it
would be easy to forget about the look, feel, and usability of the design. Despite the importance
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placed on functionality of the test fixture, we still accounted for aesthetics and making the design
as pleasing to the eye as possible. That being said, Hansen Medical supported this project with
the assumption that we could improve their testing efficiency rather than the beauty of our
design. It is true that engineering is often hampered by aesthetic limitations placed upon a design
before engineering analysis has been completed. To ensure that aesthetic considerations would
not negatively affect our project, we completed a fully functional prototype before addressing
aesthetic concerns. While aesthetics did drive our design, they were considered to improve the
user experience and the professional appearance of our project. This was another reason for
purchasing the COTS torque arm. Not only did it act as a critical functional component of our
design, but also provided a more professional appearance to the entire fixture.
User Interface
One of the most important aspects of any manufacturing fixture is that it easy and simple to use.
Regardless of the sophistication or technology in our testing device, it needed to be simple to
operate by technicians. In this regard our project followed certain aesthetic considerations of
simplicity. If our device appeared overly complicated, it would not be implemented for fear of
slowing down the manufacturing line and causing inaccurate results due of user error. We
focused on making sure the technicians using our device could feel confident that he or she
understands how to obtain accurate and repeatable results. This was in part a major reason for
using the Mountz Torque Arm in our design because it allowed for a very intuitive interface for
the technicians to perform torque and ROM measurements.

We also recognized that the

technicians that currently perform testing on Hansen's robotic arm do not have a technical
background in engineering and thus designed our project so that someone with little to no
knowledge of the RCM could use it.
Perceived Reliability
It was important to consider the subjectivity of the human mind in any design. Even though our
product was intended for industrial use, it was still judged by our customer, Hansen Medical,
based on factors that did not include the technical functionality of our device. If our contacts at
Hansen Medical did not feel confident in our device based upon how it looks they will not
implement it in their manufacturing assembly process. Likewise, if our device looked like a
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discordant assembly of individual parts, Hansen may question its efficacy. We stayed conscious
of how the aesthetics of our fixture was affected by our customer's paradigm and whether our
aesthetics inspired confidence or mistrust. This was another reason why we felt a commercialoff-the-shelf purchase like the Mountz Torque Arm would be effective in the overall design.

11.4 Political
Hansen's Robotic Catheter system is highly regulated by numerous entities like the FDA and
other government organizations. This RCM robot is a Class II medical device and must abide by
the rules set forth by their standards. This ranking is based on the risks associated with the use of
the product. The validation process must adjust to the changing regulations set forth by these
various governmental entities. Our test fixture is part of the validation process and its
requirements are subject to the rules set forth by the FDA. In addition, the Center for Disease and
Radiological Health (CDRH) within the FDA holds governing over the device since it carries a
certificate of approval for a Class II medical device.
Since we are working with a medical device we will follow the standards set by ISO 13485
which specifically apply to medical device quality and organization. Another standards will be
used in conjunction with ISO 123485 are the Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) as well as the
Hansen internal quality guidelines.

11.5 Health and Safety
Machine Shop
Risk: Use of the tools in the machine shop can be dangerous if proper precautions and
procedures are not followed. If tools are used improperly they can cause harm to the operator,
bystanders and equipment.
Mitigation: To mitigate this risk, the tools in the machine will only be operated by approved
students who have completed the requisite supervised training and passed a safety quiz. Safety
glasses will be worn at all times.
Soldering
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Risk: Potentially hot elements can cause burns on operator and catch objects on fire as well as
damage electrical hardware, e.g., wires and microcontroller.
Mitigation: A wet sponge will always be available during use. The soldering iron will return to
the stand when not in use and never set on the table and the unit will be shut off when work has
been completed. A ventilation system will be used during use and all soldering will be conducted
with an ESD mat on a proper workbench. In addition, lead free solder will be used to reduce the
risk of lead toxicity. The Maker Lab will be used during all soldering operations because it has a
soldering station with all necessary safety materials and has been previously approved by the
Santa Clara University Safety Office. Safety glasses will be worn at all times.
Assembling Electrical Components
Risk: Electrical shock and fire
Mitigation: Students shall not disassemble or alter any electrical wiring operating at voltages
exceeding 50 Volts DC without prior approval of the project faculty advisor, and under
supervision of either:
a. SCU facilities organization representative
b. The faculty team advisor, or
c. A member of the Electrical Engineering faculty
Assembling Mechanical Components
Risk: The potential to pinch or catch extremities in rotating and/or moving parts.
Mitigation: To minimize this risk, all moving parts will be secured and handled with care. Parts
will be securely fastened in a vise or to a table and pinch points will be clearly marked and
avoided. Appropriate tight fitting clothing with close toed shoes will be worn to comply with
normal lab safety procedures of Santa Clara University. Safety glasses will be worn at all times.
Testing and Operating Rotating Mechanical Parts
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Risk: Rotating parts have the potential to catch clothing or body parts as well as eject debris.
Mitigation: All motors will be turned off, secured in a test fixture and wiring will be checked
before powering on. They will be set to the proper current and voltage settings for the
manufacturer specified ratings. All motion will be stopped before handling the motor assembly.
The carriages moves laterally and has the ability to create a pinch point. Therefore, the same
precautions as mentioned in mechanical assembly will be followed. Safety glasses will be worn
at all times. A shield or barrier will be between the people and the rotating parts.
Testing and Operating Electrical Components
Risk: Electrical components present the potential for shock and fire.
Mitigation: All component and power sources will be turned off before connecting wires. All
electrical loading will be below the manufacturer specified ratings and Santa Clara University
safety limits. After use, all power sources and electrical components will be disconnected and
turned off. No testing or operation will be conducted with frayed or exposed wires. All circuits
will be inspected before running for bad connections, frayed wires, and potential short circuits.
Safety glasses will be worn at all times.
Misuse of Display
Risk: The misuse of the test fixture while it is on display is a potential issue that can cause harm
to a person coming into contact with the test fixture.
Mitigation: While it is on display no component will be powered on and all moving parts will be
locked in place. Any loose parts will be removed and stored away from the display. During
functional demonstrations, the device will only be operated by a member of the design team. In
addition, no one will be allowed inside a three foot radius of the device to prevent interference
with its operation.
Storing Electrical Components
Risk: Electrical components present the potential for shock and fire.
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Mitigation: All electrical components will be disconnected from a power source. It will be stored
in a dry place where it is not subject to moisture.
Storing Mechanical Parts
Risk: All mechanical parts could potentially cause bodily harm.
Mitigation: All moving parts will be secured in location and any loose parts will be removed and
stored separately to minimize risk. This prevents loose parts from falling when the test fixture is
removed from storage.
Disposal of Electrical Components
Risk: Electrical components often contain dangerous chemicals.
Mitigation: Proper disposal precautions will be taken for each individual component. Before
disposal of any component, the proper procedures will be verified by examining the MSDS, local
regulations, and the project advisor. When possible components will be recycled according to the
proper procedure for each component.
Disposal of Mechanical Parts
Risk: The disposal of materials can release harmful chemicals and have other negative
environmental impacts as well as safety concerns.
Mitigation: All materials used to construct the fixture will be documented and available in the
documentation for the test fixture. Each material has a material safety data sheet (MSDS) and
this will be provided in the documentation. When possible, components will be recycled
according to the proper procedure for each component.

11.6 Arts Requirement
As part of satisfying the Santa Clara University Core Arts and Humanities requirements,
members of Team Hansen have contributed original drawings, sketches, and CAD models to the
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project. Table 10 lists a sampling at least one such artifact, and a reference to it, for each of the
team members.
Table 10: Attributed Drawings
Team Member Location
Matt McKay

Figure 47, Figure 48, Figure 49

Charles Reins

Figure 45, Figure 50

Scott Schneider Figure 44, Figure 46, Figure 51
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Chapter 12: Conclusion
12.1 Project Summary
The goal of the project was to meet the needs of our customer and industry collaborator, Hansen
Medical. In an effort to developing a replacement test protocol for measuring torque and range of
motion

of

individual

RCM

motor

components, we

successfully met their

design

specifications and even outperformed with respect to some of our own internal success
metrics. In short, our test fixture did not compromise the accuracy of their current
manufacturing process, while improving the ease of use and time efficiency needed to complete
the process.
From a design perspective, this was accomplished by creating a fixture that used a Mountz EZGlider Torque Arm as the primary support structure for the braking and sensor components. This
effectively

acted

as

the

“tree-trunk”

to

our

design

in

addition

to

addressing

the ergonomic challenges seen in Hansen’s current test protocol. The arm provided a perfect
solution to allow the technician to position and align the fixture at any of the 8 motor sockets,
while eliminating setup time.
Our means of torque application was achieved through the use of a Placid Industries magnetic
particle brake. Having established the structure and ability to apply a torque to a rotating shaft,
the heart of test fixture was focused at the Futek torque sensor. Not only did this give us the
necessary

precision

in

measurement

capabilities,

but

also

allowed us to

implement our LabVIEW control system needed to manage the torque being applied during each
test.

Included with the physical hardware of the fixture was a LabVIEW based software program to
enable communication between the various components, a control system, and custom
graphical user interface that drastically improved the experience of testing torque and ROM. The
program was developed for Hansen as a means to reduce technician interaction and increase the
amount of information collected during testing. Not only did we achieve this, but we were also
able to integrate two tests into one, allowing both torque and ROM testing to be completed in
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parallel. Furthermore, our fixture allows the technician to complete the total cumulative tests in 5
minutes, drastically decreasing their involvement by over 15 minutes per RCM test.

12.2 Future Work and Limitations
Future work of this project will require validation before Hansen can adopt our practices. At the
completion of the project we will provide Hansen with the hardware, software, and the necessary
documentation for use. However, this doesn’t dictate the end of the project. While we are
certainly proud of our ability to develop a functional system, there are still steps needed to verify
whether our device meets the standards and specifications necessary to be installed at
Hansen. This may require small changes by Hansen, and possibly even a second iteration of
the project.

It was also important to recognize the limitations of our work, and stay transparent with our
progress. Despite working with Hansen, the entire design process took place away from where it
would ultimately be implemented. Our space in the Robotic Systems Laboratory was conducive
for our project, which allowed it to work well in the confines of our designated workspace.
However, it was difficult to accurately replicate the same setup used at Hansen, which also made
it difficult to predict the final installation orientation. Because of this, we recognize that Hansen
will have to adjust the fixture as they see fit. We designed the fixture to be modular and
adjustable to mitigate the work associated with the initial set-up, but we understand that at first
we may be disrupting a practice that they are much more familiar with.

With respect to the performance of our fixture, we have observed random failed tests on motors
that had previously passed. In some cases, the control system has even output seemingly random
control signals, resulting in failure. Although rare in frequency, this has been the biggest
concern moving forward. We have not been able to replicate those results at will, meaning there
is some slight anomaly in our system. We have communicated this with Hansen, but the source
of the issue is still unknown.
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With respect to validation, Hansen will have to develop a process is to ensure our fixture is
qualified for their needs. Unfortunately, we only gained access to one Sensei and one Magellan
RCM. This was sufficient for verification purposes on our end, but to be implemented at Hansen
will require vigorous testing. This will likely involve their own system level analysis, in addition
to testing a significant number of systems to confidently replace the current protocol in favor of
our fixture. In addition, this means that Hansen will have to compare the results of testing their
current protocol versus our new fixture to collect data, and validate the equivalency between the
fixtures. The limited availability of testable RCMs prohibited us from doing this ourselves and
would have lacked any meaningful statistical data.

12.3 Takeaways
Having reached the completion of the project, we are very proud of our accomplishments. Not
only did we develop an equivalent test, but we also surpassed our goal of decreasing test time,
our fixture is completely modular for all Hansen’s RCMs, we integrated two tests into a single
operation, and we received favorable feedback from the engineers and technicians whom
proposed this project. We acknowledge that there are still improvements to be made and some
minor concerns, but as a yearlong project we are especially happy to say that we designed and
showcased a real functioning prototype.
Of course, none of this was an easy task.

From a technical perspective we faced many

challenges in terms of controls analysis, mechanical design, electronics, and software
implementation. However, even more than that were the challenges we faced as a team in
dealing with decision-making, time management, budgeting, and working with a customer. We
grew not only as individuals, but also as a team and can walk away from this experience
confident as we move on to the next chapter of our engineering careers.
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A-1 Calculations and Code Control System Design Calculations
Matlab Critical Frequency Fast Fourier Transform
%%Zeiglor

Method

torque
Fs

=

T

Oscillation

Critical
%

Sampling
%

=

length(torque);

=
=

%

%

fft(detrend(torque));

%remove

DC

offsett

for

Time

vector
analysis
P2(1:L/2+1);

=

f

signal

abs(Y/L);

=

P1(2:end-1)

period

of

frequency

=

P1

Kp

frequency

Sampling

Length

(0:L-1)*T;

P2

Gain

Nichols.xlsx',1,'B48:B150');

1/Fs;

L
t

at

xlsread('Zeiglor

100;

=

Y

Measuring

=

2*P1(2:end-1);

=

Fs*(0:(L/2))/L;

plot(f,P1)
title('Single-Sided

Amplitude

Spectrum

of

xlabel('f

X(t)')
(Hz)')

ylabel('|P1(f)|')
[m,i]=max(real(Y));
dominant_frequency

=

f(i)

kp = 22

dominant_frequency

=

16.5049
kp

=
22

Matlab System Characterization
%note

front

%back
torque_back
time_back

refers

refers
=
=

xlsread('Step

=

xlsread('Step

torque_front
time_front

Input

real
real

Input

xlsread('Step

carriage
carriage

Labjack

(1)',1,'B44:B230');

Labjack

(1)',1,'A44:A230');

torque_back-torque_back(1);
real

=
=

sheath
guide

=

torque_front
time_front

Input

xlsread('Step

torque_back

to
to

Labjack

(1)',4,'B250:B800');

torque_front-torque_front(1);
Input

=

real

Labjack

(1)',4,'A250:A800');
time_front-time_front(1);
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time_back

=

time_back-time_back(1);

%

hold

on

%

plot(time_front,torque_front)

%

plot(time_back,torque_back)

% hold off

Determination of System Characteristics
ss1

=rms(torque_back(90:170))%

ss2

=

steady

rms(torque_front(300:400))%

%

%normalize

%

will

step

take

state

steady

value

state

of

value

response

care

of

the

of

the

step

response

guide

carriage

step

response

sheath

carriage

to
dc

magnitude

gain

of

with

feed

1
forward

torque_back

=

torque_back./ss1;

torque_front

=

torque_front./ss2;

ss1

=rms(torque_back(90:170))

ss2

=

A

rms(torque_front(300:400))

=

area1

=

area2

1%step

time_back(end)*ss1

=

size

-

time_front(end)*ss2

trapz(time_back,torque_back);

-

trapz(time_front,torque_front);

K1

=

K2

ss1/A;

=

T1

=

ss2/A;

area1/(2*ss1);%time

constant

guide

carriage

T2 = area2/(2*ss2);%time constant sheath carriage

Calculate Transfer Function Guide Carriage
clf
hold

on

plot(time_back,torque_back,'o');
s

=

H1

=

dataoptions
=

+

=

1)^2

stepDataOptions('StepAmplitude',1);

[y1,t1]
r1

tf('s');

(K1)/(T1*s
=

step(H1,time_back);

corr2(y1(1:50),torque_back(1:50))%correlation

between

transfer

function

and

step

data

stepplot(H1,dataoptions,'r')
axis([

0

1

0

1.25])

ylabel('Torque

(lb-in)')

legend('Raw

Step

Data','Step

Response

Modeled

Transfer

Function')

hold off

H1

=
1

--------------------------0.006314

s^2

+

0.1589
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s

+

1

r1

=

0.9988

Calculate Transfer Function Sheath Carriage
clf
hold

on

plot(time_front,torque_front,'o');
s

=

H2

=

tf('s');

(K2)/(T2*s

dataoptions

=

[y2,t2]

+

1)^2

stepDataOptions('StepAmplitude',1);
=

step(H2,time_front);

r2 = corr2(y2(1:150),torque_front(1:150))%correlation between transfer function and step data
stepplot(H2,dataoptions,'r')
axis([

0

5

0

1.25])

ylabel('Torque

(lb-in)')

legend('Raw

Step

Data','Step

Response

Modeled

Transfer

Function')

hold off

H2

=
1

--------------------------
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0.01784

s^2

+

0.2671

r2

=

s

+

1
0.9882

Controller Gains Guide Carriage
Kp1
Ti1
Td1
Ki1

=

0.6699/K1

=

(5*area1)/(6*ss1);
=

area1/(6*ss1);
=

Kp1/Ti1

Kd1 = Kp1*Td1

Kp1

=0.6699

Ki1

=5.0582

Kd1

=0.0177
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Controller Gains Sheath Carriage
Kp2

=

Ti2

0.6699/K2

=

Td2

(5*area2)/(6*ss2);
=

area2/(6*ss2);

Ki2

=

Kp2/Ti2

Kd2 = Kp2*Td2

Kp2

=0.6699

Ki2

=3.0096

Kd2

=0.0298

Matlab Code to Analyze Final Verification of Torque Specification Data
clear
clc
stdev

=

zeros(10,1);

minimum

=

zeros(10,1);

maximum

=

zeros(10,1);

average

=

r_m_s

zeros(10,1);

=

rmse

zeros(10,1);

=

lsl

=

zeros(10,1);

3.13%lower

setpoint

spec

limit

=

3.13*1.05;

hold

on

for
time

i=1:10;
=

torque

xlsread('Front
=

Carriage

xlsread('Front

Carriage

Verification',i,'A:A');
Verification',i,'B:B');

plot(time,torque)
r_m_s(i)

=

rms(torque);

stdev(i)

=

std(torque);

minimum(i)

=

maximum(i)

=

rmse(i)

=

average(i)

min(torque);
max(torque);
sqrt(mean((torque-setpoint).^2));

=

mean(torque);

end
refline(0,lsl)
xlabel('Time(s)')
ylabel('Torque(lb-in)')
legend('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10')
hold

off

beta

=

0.01;

alpha

=

beta/2;

rmse_avg

=

mean(rmse)

rmse_ci = (std(rmse)/sqrt(length(rmse)))*tinv(1-alpha,9);%confidence interval 99% about the mean
rms_avg=
rootmeansquare_ci

mean(r_m_s)
=

(std(r_m_s)/sqrt(length(r_m_s)))*tinv(1-alpha,9);%confidence
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interval

99%

about

the

stdev_avg

mean

=

mean(stdev)

stdev_ci = (std(stdev_avg )/sqrt(length(stdev_avg )))*tinv(1-alpha,9);%confidence interval 99%
about

the

maximum_avg

=

mean
mean(average)

maximum_ci = (std(maximum_avg )/sqrt(length(maximum_avg)))*tinv(1-alpha,9);%confidence interval
99% about the mean

%% Back Carriage Results
clear
clc
format

long

stdev

=

zeros(10,1);

minimum

=

zeros(10,1);

maximum

=

zeros(10,1);

average

=

cp_lower

zeros(10,1);

=

r_m_s

zeros(10,1);

=

rmse

zeros(10,1);

=

sse

zeros(10,1);

=

lsl

=

zeros(10,1);

2.1%lower

setpoint

spec

limit

=

2.1*1.05;

hold

on

for
time

i=1:10;
=

torque

xlsread('Back
=

Carriage

xlsread('Back

Carriage

Verification',i,'A:A');
Verification',i,'B:B');

plot(time,torque)
r_m_s(i)

=

rms(torque);

stdev(i)

=

std(torque);

minimum(i)

=

maximum(i)

=

rmse(i)

=

min(torque);
max(torque);
sqrt(mean((torque-setpoint).^2));

average(i)

=

mean(torque);

end
refline(0,lsl)
xlabel('Time(s)')
ylabel('Torque(lb-in)')
legend('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10')
hold

off

beta

=

alpha

0.01;

=

rmse_avg

=

beta/2;
100*mean(rmse)/setpoint

rmse_ci = (std(rmse)/sqrt(length(rmse)))*tinv(1-alpha,9)%confidence interval 99% about the mean
rms_avg=
rootmeansquare_ci
about
stdev_avg

mean(r_m_s)
=

(std(r_m_s)/sqrt(length(r_m_s)))*tinv(1-alpha,9)%confidence
the
=

interval

99%
mean

mean(stdev)

stdev_ci = (std(stdev )/sqrt(length(stdev)))*tinv(1-alpha,9)%confidence interval 99% about the
mean
maximum_avg

=
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mean(average)

maximum_ci = (std(maximum )/sqrt(length(maximum)))*tinv(1-alpha,9)%confidence interval 99% about
the mean

Matlab Code to Analyze Uncertainty in Hansen Medical’s Current Test
%%Catheter

Torque

tol_spool

=

w_catheter

0.005;%
=

tol_weight=

lb

0.001;

d_catheter_min

=

=

%lb

0.428;%

d_catheter_max
min_torque

in

10;%
in

=
0.5*(d_catheter_min

(root)

0.460;%
-

in

tol_spool)*(w_catheter

-

tol_weight)%

lb-in

max_torque
=
0.5*(d_catheter_max
+
tol_spool)*(w_catheter
percent_error_catheter = 100*abs(min_torque-max_torque)/2.1

+

tol_weight)%

lb-in

%%Sheath

Torque

tol_spool

=

w_catheter

0.005;%
=

in

10;%

tol_weight=

lb

0.001;

d_catheter_min

=

d_catheter_max

.593;
=

%lb
%

root
0.625;%

in
in

min_torque

=

0.5*(d_catheter_min

-

tol_spool)*(w_catheter

-

tol_weight)%

lb-in

max_torque

=

0.5*(d_catheter_max

+

tol_spool)*(w_catheter

+

tol_weight)%

lb-in

percent_error_catheter = 100*abs(min_torque-max_torque)/3.13

A-2 Control System Detailed Design
The detailed design of the control system is shown below in Figure 41. The “Setpoint” is the
desired value of the measure parameter torque in units of lb-in. The error signal “E” is measured
by find the difference between the measure value by the torque sensor and the setpoint. The
“T_bias” is the multiplicative offset during the test to insure that test noise does not cause a
failure. Therefore, the actual setpoint is modified by the T_bias value. The “T(V) gain is used to
predict what control voltage output should be given initially to reach the desired torque setpoint.
The value of the gain is 2.1 V/lb-in. The “Plant” is the model of the RCM. In the real
implementation the plan is replaced by the physical system under test. The plant model used in
the controller design can be found above in appendix A-1.
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Figure 41: Detailed design of the control system implemented in software.
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A-3 PDS
Table 11: Summary of product design specification developed internally.
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

VALUE

TOLERANCE

UNITS

Guide Carriage Torque (Entire

2.1

4% (+)

in-lb

3.13

4% (+)

in-lb

MECHANICAL
1

ROM CW and CCW)
2

Sheath Carriage Torque (Entire
ROM CW and CCW)

ELECTRICAL
3

Current to RCM (Guide/Sheath)

0.20/.13

5% (+-)

A

5

Current to Brake

setpoint

5% (+-)

A

6

Voltage to Controller

setpoint

1% (+-)

V

7

Torque Error

N/A

1%

in-lb

8

Position Error

N/A

1%

Degrees

SENSING
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A-4 Decisions Matrix

Figure 42: Tradeoff analysis and selection criteria for torque load application.
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Figure 43: Tradeoff analysis and selection criteria for coupling design.

The Decision Matrix was used to compare the different design proposals based on a preset
criteria. Each criterion was weighted based on importance to the overall design. In each matrix,
the functionality of the design proposals were rated with respect to the criteria. Based on the
scoring, a ranking system was created.
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A-5 Wiring diagram
The wiring diagram and its subsystems is shown below. The wiring diagram can be used to
recreate the functionality of the system on a custom printed circuit board if desired.
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A-6 Part Drawings

97

98

99
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A-7 Sketches

Figure 44: Motor Bank Sketch Drawing by Scott Schneider

Figure 45: Sketch of optical encoder attachment to motor bank design drawn by Charles Reins.
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Figure 46: Torque limiting device idea drawing by Scott Schneider.

Figure 47: Torque test using magnetic particle brake drawing by Matt McKay.
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Figure 48: Constant force using pressure drawing by Matt McKay.

Figure 49: Constant force using hanging weights drawing by Matt McKay.
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Figure 50: Design Concept for motor socket torque testing using a constant force spring drawn
by Charles Reins
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Figure 51: Design concept of linear force insertion test using constant force spring drawn by
Scott Schneider.
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A-8 FEA Analysis Report
Introduction
In our attempt to develop a precise, accurate, and repeatable test fixture for Hansen Medical, we
specifically focused on eliminating extraneous variables and design components that could
impact the effectiveness of our mechanical design. To do so, we evaluated our own machining
skills, potential lead-times for machined parts, and the available commercial off the shelf
solutions that would help us ensure a consistent mechanical design for our fixture. Because the
test fixture requires three degrees of motion, we realized early on that it would be difficult to
have a rigid system. In doing so, there is the potential to introduce additional vibration into the
system which could distort the sensor data. Likewise, we also had to consider over-constraining
the mechanical components, which could add vibration and even potentially damage the torque
sensor. It was clear that to achieve the needed ergonomic freedom of the test fixture, there would
be a compromise.
To meet these design constraints we agreed upon a commercial product that would give us the
required three degrees of motion. Using a Mountz EZ-Glider Torque Arm addressed the
ergonomic issues of using the test fixture, but also required us to develop a custom bracket
needed to mount the magnetic particle brake used to apply the resistive torque. Due to the
available mounting locations on the torque arm, our bracket will roughly act as a cantilever
beam. In addition, during each test the torque will be directly transferred to the bracket because
the brake will be fixed in place by means of three 6-32 socket head cap screws. Given the
sensitivity of the torque sensor, it is paramount that the mounting bracket stays parallel with the
workbench to eliminate the potential for side-loads on the measurement device. Therefore, to
validate our design we needed to ensure that the bracket can withstand the weight it will uphold
with no deflection.
To model these effects, we utilized a variety of techniques to approximate the stresses that will
occur on the bracket. The first approach was to use analytical techniques by simplifying the
bracket into more manageable models like flat plates and cantilever beams. Using machine
design fundamentals and failure mode analysis, we approximated the levels of stress at the
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critical points on the bracket. This method provided us with a general sense of where failure may
occur, in addition to a rough order-of-magnitude estimate. To be able to manage the analytical
analysis we made a variety of assumptions including.
•

Neglected force of gravity

•

Neglected shear stress at fixed end (part not "short and stumpy")

•

Point load due to mass of brake

To more accurately predict the stresses and potential displacement on the bracket, we used the
solid modeling feature in SolidWorks. This provided us with the ability to more precisely
replicate the applied loads and torques that will occur using the exact geometry of the bracket.
This method allowed us to include the force of gravity, the distributed load from the brake, and
also account for stress concentrations due to the screw holes used to mount the bracket.

Hand Calculations and Modeling
Free Body Diagram

Figure 52: Free body diagram showing the torque M, point load P, gravity force F_g, and the
normal forces F_n.
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Materials
Table 12: Table of material properties used in hand calculations for the vice bracket and
associated fasteners [14].
Material

Strength Shear

Strength Modulus

Used In

(psi)

(psi)

Elasticity (psi)

40,000

24000

10007604

Bracket

Stainless 31,000

18600

29,000,000

Screws

6061 Aluminum
304

Yield

Steel

Simplifying Elements
Three different simplifying elements were used to analyze the bracket using hand calculations.
The first simplifying element was a flat plate. The bracket we designed had a circular cut out of
the middle to allow the shaft of the magnetic particle brake to pass through. The cutout and any
stress concentrations it created were ignored and the bracket was simplified to a flat plate. The
second simplifying element was a cantilever beam with a point load at the center of the bracket
to replicate the weight of the brake. This method of bracket analysis allowed us to model the
component as a cantilever beam in order to estimate the deflection and bending stress on the
bracket. The final element was a cylinder. The screws on the system were analyzed as cylinders
in tension and shear. Because there was no thread engagement between the screws and the
corresponding holes, we felt this was an acceptable approach to simplify the analysis.
External Conditions and Loading
The max nominal loading on the bracket is expected to be a moment of 3.13 in-lbs about the
center z-axis, and a load of 2.5 lbs over the circular 2.5 inch diameter brake due to the weight of
the brake and connected components like the torque sensor and couplings. In addition, the force
of gravity acts on the bracket itself.
Expected Output
The bracket was not expected to fail but the deflection of the bracket under the load needed to be
minimal. Critical points of the bracket were expected to be located where the plate interfaces the
fixed end and has the highest combined loading from the point load and torque. We expected
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this to occur in the form of tension and compression from bending at the respective top and
bottom surface of the bracket closest to the fixed side. A successful test was determined by
whether the bracket could withstand the loading with at least a factor of safety of six and have
less than .001 inch of deflection.
Hand Calculations

Flat Plate-combined loading:

Figure 53: Free body diagram of idealized bracket as a flat plate under a point load and torque.
The bracket was assumed to be a flat plate with a point load on the center of the bracket and a
torque about the center z-axis.

Cantilever Beam:
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Figure 54: Free body of bracket modeled as a cantilever beam
The cantilever beam was pinned at one end free at the other. The load was assumed to be a point
load and the properties of the beam uniform.

Cylinder:

Figure 55: Free body diagram of screws modeled as cylinders in tension.
The screws and threads were simplified to a cylinder. The assumption that they were in pure
tension was made and the loading was uniaxial. The cross-sectional area was found in Table 5-1
in Design of Machine Elements [14].
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Results
Table 13. Summary of significant results from hand calculations of the loads on the vice bracket
assembly.
Test

Significant Quantity

Value

Units

Flat Plate

Max Stress (Bending)

257

psi

Cantilever Beam

Max Deflection

4.21x10^-6

in

#12-24 (A=.0242 in2)

Minimum Needed Area Screw

9.86x10^-4

in2

#6-32 (A=.0091 in2)

Minimum Needed Area Screw

1.6x10^-4

in2

Finite Element Analysis
Meshing
Finite element analysis was completed using SolidWorks Simulation. SolidWorks Simulation
provides all the accuracy of similar software such as Abaqus, but its intuitive interface with solid
modeling and application of loads with boundary conditions reduces potential modeling errors.
The solid model of the vice bracket attachment was used directly in the model with no
simplification. The meshed model is shown below in Figure 56.
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Figure 56. Meshed solid model of the vice bracket attachment for modeling with Solidworks
Simulation.
The model was meshed with 15721 nodes for a total of 9026 elements. The high resolution of the
mesh insures the accuracy of the modeling.
Material properties
More extensive material properties were used for the finite element analysis in order to ensure
the greatest accuracy. The material was assumed to linear elastic isotropic for simplicity and it is
a reasonable for aluminum. Table 14 below details the material properties of the bracket.
Table 14. Material properties of the vice bracket attachment used in the finite element analysis
(Solidworks 2015)
Name:
Model type:
Default failure criterion:
Yield strength:
Tensile strength:
Elastic modulus:
Poisson's ratio:
Mass density:
Shear modulus:

6061-T6 (SS)
Linear Elastic Isotropic
Max von Mises Stress
39885.4 psi
44961.7 psi
1.00e+007 psi
0.33
0.0975 lb/in^3
3.77e+006 psi
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Thermal expansion coefficient: 1.33e-005 /Fahrenheit
Loading
In order to simulate torque applied to the brake through the screw holes certain assumptions were
made. It was assumed that a torque applied to the surface of each of the three screw holes created
greater or equal stress to the force transmitted through the faces of the screws to the screw holes.
A torque of 3.1 in-lb was used because this is the maximum torque experienced by the brake
during normal testing conditions. In addition, it was assumed that all loading was static.The
resulting diagram showing the torque direction is shown below.

Figure 57: The torque value of 3.1 in-lb is applied to each of the three holes oriented evenly
about the central axis. The torque is applied about the center axis as shown.
A distributed load over the area of the brake was used to simulate the weight of the brake on the
fixture. It was assumed that the distributed load over the surface of contact was equivalent to the
stress as a result of the weight of the brake. The brake weighs 1.5 lbf so this load was applied to
the surface shown below.
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Figure 58: The distributed load of 2.5 lbf is applied over the highlighted blue region to simulate
the weight of the brake applied to the brake attachment fixture.
In order to ensure maximum precision the body force of the bracket was not ignored. A gravity
vector was applied to the entire structure normal to the top surface to simulate the stress caused
by the weight of the bracket. The gravity vector is shown below.

Figure 59: The gravitational force is directed in the direction of plane 1 normal to the top surface.
Finally the model was fixture in space using the two holes at the end. Each hole is made for a 1224 bolt which will be used to hold the bracket in place vertically. These bolt connections were
assumed to be perfectly fixed.
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Figure 60: Fixed locations to constrain the movement of the bracket.

Results
The Von Mises stress plot was generated to accurately predict the stress in the vice bracket
attachment. The plot with corresponding color scale is shown below in Figure 61.

Figure 61: Von Mises stress plot generated by Solidworks simulation.
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The Von Mises stress analysis found a maximum stress of 461.21 psi. However, as shown above
by the red coloring around the top screw holes this was a localized stress concentration. It is
likely this stress would not be as prominent with screws supporting the screw holes. This test
configuration was used because it errors on the side of underestimating the strength of the part.
The average significant stresses represented by the green coloring were approximately 245 psi
and the peak stress not around the screw holes is 260 psi. The 260 psi agrees very well with the
hand calculations which found a stress of 257 psi shown in Table 13.
The displacement was calculated to determine if the deformation was significant enough to cause
axial misalignment of our test system. The criteria for success of this deformation success was a
deformation of 0.001 inches. The plot below in Figure 62 shows the deformation with darkest
red representing the maximum displacement of 8.7E-4 inches and the dark blue representing zero
displacement.

Figure 62: Resultant displacement of the vice bracket attachment generated by Solidworks
simulation.
The deformation met the test criteria for success by a factor of 1.15. This is a very small factor to
ensure proper axial misalignment. As a result of the small margin for error we are considering
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modifying the bracket design to a shape that will experience uniform loading in all directions to
minimize uneven displacement.
The factor of safety for the stress of the vice bracket attachment was plotted to ensure that there
was not any stress concentrations that went unnoticed. The factor of safety was defined as the
yield stress divided by the actual stress. The result is shown below in Figure 63 where dark blue
represents a factor of safety of 150 or greater and red is 50 or less.

Figure 63: Factor of safety color plot where factor of safety is defined as yield strength over
actual stress.
The minimum factor safety which occurs at the maximum stress location noted earlier is 86. This
factor of safety is so large that there is no concern with static failure of this design and fatigue
failure is unlikely.

Conclusion
From the onset of this analysis, we were confident that the bracket would withstand the stresses
experienced from the torque and weight of the mounted components. We also recognized that
while the mechanical components of our project are important, the real success of our test fixture
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will be dependent on the statistical analysis of performance compared to Hansen's current test
protocol. That being said, the FEA analysis presented in this report gave us the opportunity to
exercise some of the basic fundamentals of mechanical engineering.
We were especially happy with the fact that our hand calculations closely matched the
computational modeling done in SolidWorks. With respect to the maximum stress on the
bracket, we calculated roughly 257 PSI compared to 269 PSI at the corresponding location. This
confirmed our assumption that the bracket could be simplified into more manageable geometries.
Similarly, even though the calculated deflection was two orders of magnitude off from the
modeled deflection, they both fell well within the range of acceptable values.
Ultimately, we never doubted whether or not the bracket would fail. However, the biggest takeaway from this exercise was that using pencil and paper is a very effective, cost-efficient, and
quick approach that should be utilized in designing mechanical parts. Even without the available
software packages, we demonstrated the ability to say with confidence that our part will
withstand a particular environment.

As a future lesson, using an analytic approach and

simplifying elements is a perfectly acceptable way to analyze a component that we design. If and
when necessary, software like Abaqus or SolidWorks can be used to confirm these results and
get more precise approximations of failure modes.
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Additional Documentation

Analytic calculations checking combined loading on flat plate
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Deflection of Cantilever Beam

Tension in Mounting Bolts
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Tension in Brake Bolts
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A-11 Business Plan
Introduction and Background
We have recognized an opportunity to act as a designer and manufacturer of custom mechanical
test solutions. We specialize in turning the concepts and needs of our customers into high
performing, efficient, and easy to use benchtop auditing systems. Our background is rooted in
the development of automated test fixtures for use in the surgical robotics industry, which has
provided us an immediate business target for a growing industry. New and growing companies
who may lack the internal resources to develop their own quality validation procedures can rely
on our experiences to provide seamlessly integrated custom protocols for mechanical testing.
Local growing companies like Lab 2 Fab are also taking aim at the custom automated
test/manufacturing equipment. Small design firms like Lab 2 Fab are disrupting the large
laboratory testing industry with low cost local options. We seek to build upon the success of
these smaller design firms and capitalize upon our relationships with industry partners like Futek
Advanced Sensor Technology and Mountz to help strengthen our position in the developing
market.
Goals
Our objective is to provide expert consulting services in the effort to improve quality validation
by the design and manufacture of custom test fixtures. Specific to our most recent project with
Hansen Medical, we developed a replacement test protocol for testing torque and range-ofmotion of motor assembly components on their current robotic catheter systems. Not only does
our system improve their data acquisition capabilities, but allows for faster test times, more
ergonomic use, and is more intuitive for the practicing technicians. Using this experience we
seek to capture the laboratory testing market for the growing surgical robotics industry.
Description of key technologies
We used our work with Hansen as a means to demonstrate our ability to implement our
technology and evaluate its usefulness in the market place. Hansen Medical’s Remote Catheter
Manipulator Robot systems rely on their unique articulation technology. The combination of
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eight motor driven components allows for catheter dexterity that may be otherwise impossible to
achieve manually. One challenge of developing a high performing medical robot is the need to
test and validate individual components of the assembly. For example, the catheter articulation
motors need to be able to overcome a specific clinically tested torque load before the RCM can
be shipped to a customer. We observed and evaluated their current protocol and developed a test
fixture that tests their motors to the desired specifications. The fixture uses a magnetic particle
brake actuator in conjunction with a torque sensor to accurately test the desired specification.
Included with the fixture is a Mountz EZ-Glider torque arm and a custom LabVIEW program
which includes a user specific graphical user interface (GUI). The computer software allows the
customer to automate data collection, analysis, and performs parallel system testing.
Furthermore, the fixture can be easily adapted for future needs. The value we bring is our ability
to evaluate our customer needs and successfully integrate a high performance test fixture for the
surgical robotics industry.
Potential Markets
The Laboratory Testing service in the US is a 17.1 billion dollar industry with an expected
growth of annualized rate of 3.4% from 2015 to 2020 to 20.1 billion (IBIS Lab Testing Industry
Report). Testing of industrial products specifically accounts for 25% of the testing market. Our
company is well positioned to gain a share of the market. The increase in government regulation
in recent years has led to a growth in demand for testing services to meet new requirements.
Research and development expenditures drive the testing service industry. Unfortunately, this
means that growth of the industry is tied to the health of the economy. However, R&D
expenditures are expected to rapidly grow over the next 5 years in the surgical robotics market.
Specialized testing services allow for quicker turnaround time and development of product
testing allowing for rapid growth of new products. The ability to allow for rapid development of
testing hardware and protocols will enable the growth of our company.

The Robotic Surgery Equipment Manufacturing is rapidly expanding. By 2020 the industry is
expected to grow at an annualized rate of 14.6% to $4.7 billion (IBIS Robotic Surgery
Equipment Manufacturing Report). Robotic surgery is expected to see continued success because
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of its improved outcomes and has the ability to improve recovery times, reduce blood loss, and
minimize pain. Importantly, Medicare consider robotic surgery equipment a depreciable capital
expense for critical access hospitals who have been able to secure reimbursements. However,
there is risk in the industry as more studies are conducted on cost effectiveness of surgical robots
Medicare and Medicaid could cut reimbursement rates for slowing industry growth. While
increased regulation from the Food and Drug administration poses a risk to the industry it offers
growth for companies pursuing the testing of medical robots to ensure regulatory compliance
Competitive Landscape
In order to be competitive in the testing of medical robots it is necessary to be ISO 9001 certified
which specifies requirements for a quality management system. In addition, it would be
preferable to be ISO 13485 certified which lays the processes required for a quality management
system for medical devices. Fortunately the laboratory testing services industry has minimal
market share concentration, with the four largest companies account for less than 20% of the
industry revenue in 2015 (IBIS Lab Testing Industry Report). Small business dominate the
industry with an estimated 43% of all establishments employing less than 5 people and 3% less
than 10. While the trend in the industry is to larger establishments we believe our company has
the ability to grow and attract an acquisition from a larger company. It is important to note that
internal competition arises from other industry players as well as external competition from large
firms that perform their testing in house. However, there are no large or small established
companies that were found to provide testing services primarily for the robotic surgery market.
Sales and Marketing Plan
As a small firm our ability to conduct large sales advertising and distribution networks is limited.
Therefore, we must rely heavily on word of mouth to raise brand awareness. In addition, we have
positioned ourselves in Silicon Valley at the heart of the robotic surgery industry to allow for a
short distribution network. Moreover, our products are custom produced for each client so we do
not expect a large volume. We will advertise ourselves as a way to outsource testing design that
meets stringent requirements of the robotic surgery industry and is able to produce a product
with fast turnaround and high cost effectiveness. In addition we will team up with suppliers and
serve as certified integrates for them. We have already established a business relationship with
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Futek and Mountz who will recommend potential clients to us and in turn we will incorporate
their products into our designs when appropriate.
Manufacturing Plan
Due to the expected low volume of fixtures that need to be made, we can continue using
Robotics System Lab and Maker Lab for manufacturing. The resources on campus such as the
Maker Lab and Machine shop suffice to manufacture the majority of the parts. Anything that
needs additional resources not available on campus will be outsourced to a third party.
Table 15: Cost breakdown of the toque auditing test fixture.
COMPONENT

COST

TORQUE SENSOR AND ACCESSORIES

$4860

MAGNETIC PARTICLE BRAKE AND

$495

CONTROLLER
MOUNTZ TORQUE ARM

$1044

LABJACK

$200

REDUCER

$180

HOUSING

$150

HARDWARE

$55

R&D

$400

TOTAL

$7385

Table 1 is an example cost breakdown from our work with Hansen Medical. A similar
breakdown would be given to all of our future customers with additional costs associated with
our non-recurring engineering fee and consulting fees.
Service Cost and Price
The cost of our services and final fixture are based upon our non-recurring engineering (NRE)
fee, research and development costs, consulting fees ($50/hr) and the cost of the final product.
They offset the overhead we have taken on by hiring engineers to do work the space in which we
live in. There is expected growth in the number of contracts we have, so instead of having
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multiple engineers on one project each engineer will be responsible for multiple projects. By
rendering multiple services at once we can increase the influx of capital as well as began to
charge higher fees for our work. The cost of the fixture is not included in the consulting fee
because we are providing the company the ability to free up their engineers to do other work and
taking on the responsibility of the project.
Service plan and warranty
No additional service plan or warranty is provided by us to Hansen Medical. They are
responsible for the maintenance and service costs associated with the fixture. These costs include
but are not limited to; the annual calibration of the Futek torque sensor, any damage caused by
the fixture and maintenance or replacement of any component included in the fixture. In addition
once we have delivered the software we provide no support or service on it.

Return on Investment (ROI)
A return on investment calculation was used to assess the feasibility of this company. The
calculation was based upon the following table of assumptions.
Table 16: Breakdown of the costs that are not dependent upon the business sales volume.
FIXED COSTS
INITIAL

INVESTMENT

FOR $100,000

DEVELOPMENT
PROTOTYPING

$5,000

INITIAL ADVERTISING

$1,000

The development cost is a onetime upfront investment cost. Prototyping cost is the bimonthly
money need for development of fixtures and maintenance and supply of prototyping tools. The
initial advertising cost is used to cover the expense of building a basic website and ordering
business cards.
Table 17: Breakdown of costs that are dependent upon the business sales volume
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UNIT COSTS
UNIT SALES PRICE

$60,000

SALES VOLUME GROWTH

5%

PROFIT PER UNIT

$6000

The Unit sales price is the estimated charge to the customer per fixture design. The sales volume
growth represents the percent bimonthly increase in sales volume. The Profit per fixture
represents the money earned per fixture delivered minus the cost of production including labor.
Yearly inflation. Based upon the above information and a bank interest rate of 1% with a
discount rate of 3% over 48 months the return on investment (ROI) is 34.8%. The ROI is
calculated based upon a net present value of $134,751.95 after 48 months.
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A-12 Instructions for Use
Test Scope: The system being tested (Sensei or Magellan) meets the peak torque and ROM
requirements for that system.
Test Setup:
1. Plug in USB from electronic housing into computer if not done so already.
2. Plug in power cord for electronic housing and turn power switch in the back of the
housing on.
3. Position RCM system on workbench and clamp in place.
4. Plug in leads from the power supply to electronic housing.
5. Plug in the motor leads to the housing connectors (show below), starting with motor 1 on
the pink side of the ribbon cable.

6. Set the power supply to 6 V and .35 A.

7. Position the fixture into the motor socket to be tested
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8. In the GUI select the system and motor number to be tested by clicking on the respective
buttons. Note: Select only one motor at a time.

9. View the results from peak torque test and ROM test

10. Repeat steps 8-10 for all the motors.
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